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Grading
issue at
MHS to be
discussed
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The proposed grade scale
change for Murray High School
is garnenng more attention as
the public will once again have
an opportunity to present their
thoughts before the Murray
Independent School District
Board of Education Thursday.
"Essentially, the board members, before they make any
decision, or choose to make any
decision, they wanted to get
public input," said Eleanor
Spry, supervisor of instruction
at MISD. "It has caused us to
go back and reflect on what we
do to make sure we meet students' needs and not just
through a grade but what we do
before a grade even gets there
"It's caused us to say, 'Are
we truly driving our instruction
so students have the opportunity
to learn at the best of their ability?—
A proponent for the change
is parent Tony Vilardo, who
believes the grading scale is a
detriment to MHS students. "I
don't think any child should
come home and be devastated
because they gave it their best
and weren't rewarded properly." he said.
Vilardo said he has spent the
past 3 In years researching and
presenting information to teachers. principals, superintendents,
senators. state representatives
and education commissioner in
an attempt to get the scale
changed.
"Nobody ever says it's not
the right thing to do, they all
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
just say, 'Good luck, it's hard to
a clear and towenng view of the road ahead while riding Tuesday
has
dog
This
RIDE!:
A
WHAT
get things to change'," he said .
temperatures made for a great day to be
According to Vilardo, the in the back of a truck on Sycamore Street. Warmer
current scale does not allow stu- outside.
dents to compete for scholarships on a fair playing field
when their competitors are
measured by the national standard, 10-point, alpha grading
scale (90-100, 80-90, 70-60, 5060.)
"If you're going to assign a
grading scale, assign one that
"When we are able to put said interdiction efforts, coupled
benefits them," he said. "Don't By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — strategic pressure on the supply with U.S. pressure on the
change the way you teach.
Change the way you evaluate
Methamphetamine use contin- of these drugs, what we're see- Mexican government to reduce
they
so
fair,
these kids so it's
ued to decline in nearly every ing is a direct effect for the bet- imports of pseudoephedrine into
can compete."
part of the country last year as ter on the number of users that that country. have helped cut
Near perfection is expected the government sharpened its we can actually measure with down meth trafficking across
the border.
out of students. Vilardo said, crackdown on precursor chemi- drug tests." Walters said.
using quizzes as an example. cals used to make the illegal
"We for the first time on the
The Quest report also found
For a student to make an A on a drug.
cocaine use in the general work meth front hear the traffickers
10-point quiz, they have to get
Overall, the number of work- force fell by 19 percent in 2007, themselves and informants
10 of 10 correct. Nine correct is place employees who tested the biggest single-year decline report that there's a change,"
a B, eight is a C. These are
Leonhart said. "They are having
positive for meth dropped 22 in a decade.
standards that, he said, "only
Figures are based on the a hard time getting the product
to- a
according
year.
last
percent
the highly gifted or geniuses
released today by New results of more than 8.4 million out of Mexico.can attain. How do you balance study
Bill Hansell, commissioner
Quest Diagnostics drug tests performed for
Jersey-based
a 20-hour day and attain an
Umatilla County in Oregon,
of
employers.
drug'
largest
nation's
Inc.. the
absolute level of perfection?"
decreased. said he's noticed a decrease in
use
meth
While
testing
company.
prinassistant
Carla Whitis.
Meth use in the Northeast. the Quest study reports that pos- meth usage in his state, but he
cipal in charge of curnculum at
itive tests for amphetamines — stressed that it's still a top law
Graves County High School, however, remained steady.
potent stimulants — enforcement problem.
less
Drug
the
time.
same
the
been
At
has
said their grading scale
"We're still seeing a huge
under discussion in the past Enforcement Administration increased by 5 percent over the
year. They share the same scale issued a report showing the same period. Quest researcher percentage of crimes committed
as Murray.
number of illegal meth lab Barry Sample said the increase that are meth-related," Hansell
"The discussion was cen- seizures plunged 31 percent last in amphetamine use suggests said.
Some lawmakers in Congress
tered around grades in relation
some workers might be replacyear. from 7,347 to 5,080.
to KEES money and we had
White House drug policy ing one stimulant drug for have complained that the Bush
some parents that asked us director John Walters said laws another.
administration has cut hundreds
about that," she said. "What we restricting the sale of cold mediAs the number of meth labs of millions of dollars in law
decided to do is continue with cines
pseu- began shrinking in the United enforcement grants used to tight
containing
the grading scale that we have at doephednne, a key ingredient States, they have ben replaced meth and other drug crimes in
this point.used to cook meth, and efforts to by "superlabs" in Mexico and rural areas.
KEES scholarship money is
Walters said the administradrug trafficking from Mexican-run labs in some U.S.
thwart
based upon a student's GPA
Mexico have disrupted the mar- border states. DEA Acting tion is targeting resources where
Administrator Michele Leonhart they can have the most benefit.
ket for meth.
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House plan
has funds to
finish 68/80
assured them
By TOM BERRY
they would bid
Staff Writer
Transportation that as one
Kentucky
Cabinet officials say they won't package."
know for sure whether or not Henley said.
construction on U.S. 68/Ky. 80 "That's
between Murray and Coldwater $17,685,000 to
from
will resume this year until Gov. finish
Steve Beshear and the General Coldwater to
Assembly complete a budget for (U.S.) 641.
That is in the
2008-09.
Henley
However 5th District Rep. budget."
Winters, RMelvin Henley and 1st District
Sen. Ken Winters say they Murray, said
intend to do everything possible obtaining funds
to make sure funding to com- to complete the
plete the project on time is project is one
secured. Henley, D-Murray, of his first pnwhen
said this (Wednesday) morning orities
the funds are in the House's the bill gets to
budget proposal set to be voted the Senate.
"We don't
on today.
Winter*
Chuck Wolf, a spokesman for have a budget,
the KTC, said Tuesday that the but we are in
fate of the department's six-year constant dialogue about what
road plan, which includes com- we want to do and I can tell you
pletion of the roadway, hangs in that when we get into our negothe balance waiting for funding tiations on it that the project is
one of the highest priorities on
to complete the work.
"I think the specifics of it the horizon as far as I'm conwill be spelled out in what is cerned," he said.
"There is so much impact
called the budget memorandum," Wolf said. "Whenever the depending on the completion of
legislature enacts a budget, that project, as well as the rest of
Winters
added:
hopefully a highway plan will 68/80,"
"Sections of that road already
be part of it."
Henley. D-Murray, said that have some basecoat on it and it
about $17 million is dedicated to just doesn't make sense to delay
that for two years.the completion of the project.
Much of the foundational
"I've got $7 million for fiscal
year 2009 which begins July 1, work on the project has been
and I've got $10,685,000 for fis- completed and there is some
cal year 2010, but the chair of concern about what will happen
Budget if completion is delayed too
the Transportation
for long.
Review Subcommittee
Appropriations and Revenue
told me that transportation had

•See Page 3A

Studies show meth use still City, MPD looking
steady; lab seizures decline at meeting security
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
In light of violence that has occured in the nation's city halls,
such as Clarksville. Tenn., and near St. Louis, Murray city officials
are examining options to heighten security during city meetings.
"I imagine in the next few months or so, we'll
have some kind of (security) measure." said
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing. "I would hate to
have to go to the kind of metal detectors they have
at the (judicial building), but we may be forced to
do that eventually.
"We're not ruling anything out."
The issue was brought up during a recent city
council meeting.
Murray City Police Chief Ken Claud has presented Rushing an grl(line of what it would cost
Rushing
the city to have an Tdditional officer at the city
council meetings and at the commission meetings.
The projected cost is $1,000 a year in overtime
expenses for another officer at the city council
meetings and approximately $1,000 in overtime
expenses to have an officer at the planning commission meeting and the board of zoning adjustment meetings.
"I think where the serious issue is are the planning commission board members, the BZA board
members, council members, and any of our police
force and staff or anyone (present)," said Rushing.
Claud said he doubts having to use metal detecClaud
tors at all times but it is a possibility on the table
for council and commission meetings.
"I don't think we would ever get to the situation where we would
need someone present there whenever the building is open but we

III See Page 2A
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II Meeting security ...
From Front
were just thinking people coming to meetings like council and
BZA," he said. "I think it's good to do some planning for situations
One deterant city council menibers base mentioned is their
meetings being broadcast lo e through Murray Hectric
lucid access cable channel
Rushing said Murray is Doi the only town considering cxtr a sec U rity at the city hall building
"I went to a mayor's conference and that was a topic of conser
sation there," he said -All 111,107s are concerned with this "

Police find dead, dying animals in raid
SAND SPRINGS. Ky. (AP) — Police raided an eastern
Kentucky aninud shelter and found more than 115 dogs starving.
disease infected and at least 40 of them dead or dying.
Officers said the dogs found Tuesday suffered all manner of
abuse, including starvation, untreated disease and wounds inflicted
by other dogs. Timothy Foust, 32. and Shawn Embs, 18, were each
charged with 117 counts each of animal cruelty. Jackson County
Sheriff Ted Fee said he plans to charge Foust's wife. Aimee
•
Robbins-Foust, on the same counts.
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NOTICE
MI The Purchase District
Health Department is scheduled to meet in special session at noon on Thursday.
March 20. at the Calloway
County Health Center conference room. Details concerning the agenda were not
available as of Friday and
will be made public before
the meeting. The public is
encouraged to attend
• T,e Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. at East
Elementary School. Items on
the agenda include: recognitions, approval of BG-1 and
architect for miscellaneous
construction protect, departmental reports, a superintendent's report and approval of
consent agenda items.
II There will be a cornbinedipecial meeting of the
Calloway County Board of
Education and the Murray
of
Board
Independent
Education at the MurrayArea
County
Calloway
Technology Center at noon
on Friday.
le The Murray City Council
will meet Thursday at 6:30 to
recognize the Murray State
Women's
University
Basketball Team as OVC
champions. Also included on
the agenda is the recognition
of Dottie Kraemer. protect
director of the Calloway
for
Alliance
County
Substance Abuse Prevention
and a resolution authorizing
the filing of a grant for the
North 16th Street Sidewalk
and Bicycle Lane Project.
Murray
The
1111
of
Board
Independent
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. on Thursday
in the central office boardCarter
the
at
room
Administration Building on
South 13th Street. On the
agenda for the meeting is
consideration of an agreement concerning construction work on Murray High
School's parking lot, various
recognition and staff reports,
consideration or approval of
requests to Veclare surplus
property owned by MISD and
Hoed Start and an axscutIve
session concerning pending
The regularlylitigation
scheduled meeting will be
preceded by a second public
meeting concerning a proposal to change the district's
grading scale at 6 p.m. All
parents, students, faculty,
staff and the public are invited to attend and participate
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

civil engineering major from Louisville,
CHECK IT OUT: Jordan Wilbanks, left, a freshman,
Student Health Awareness and
recent
a
during
test
participates in a Body Composition
is Summer Bolton, a senior, exercise
Screening Fair at Murray State University. Assisting him
s the opportunity to learn about livstudent
science major from Lawrenceburg. The fair offered
and wellness issues, according
ing a healthy lifestyle and the importance of a variety of heath
services and human sciences.
to Amelia Dodd, faculty member in the college of health

MSU employee screening is Thursday
Although eating a healthy
breakfast before going to work
is usually advised to start the
day ofr right. Murray State
University employees who want
to take advantage of certain
health screenings at a special
event planned for them are
asked to come to work a little bit
hungry. For the past several
years, Murray State has been
offering a proactive approach to
healthy living by inviting faculty, staff and their spouses to participate in a Health Awareness
and Screening Fair conveniently
held on campus twice each year.
The next fair will be Thursday
from 8 a.m. until 1 pm. in the
north gym of Carr Health
Building.
Health professionals from
Lourdes Hospital of Paducah.
Murray State's college of health
sciences and human services,
and the department of human
resources have joined together
to sponsor the fair.
Information from the screenings is confidential and presents
a large savings to employees
depending on their level of pow
ticipatton and number of tests
performed.
Two tests require fasting for
accurate results. Participants
having blood drawn for the cholesterol screening are asked to
fast for 12 hours prior to the test.
This lipid analysis tests for total
HDL and
cholesterol.
triglycerides. Results will be

mailed to participants.
Fasting for eight hours (or a
minimum of two hours) is recommended prior to the diabetes
screening. Results for this "finger stick" test are available
immediately. Diabetes screening
is recommended for persons at
risk for Type 2 diabetes, which
includes people over 40, those
who are overweight, has heart
disease and who have had a
stroke. A certified diabetes educator will also be available to
answer questions and give tips
on diabetes education.
Participants may complete a
questionnaire to identify their
cardiovascular risk profile.
Major risk factors for heart disease include cigarette smoking.
elevated blood pressure, elevated total and LDL cholesterol,
low HDL cholesterol, diabetes
mellitus and advancing age.
Educational materials will be
provided on strategies to prevent or modify risk. Based on
certain criteria, including age
and responses to the questionsake, select individuals may
choose to have an electrocardiogram (ECG) rhythm strip completed on site.
Another test performed at no
charge is the PSA (prostate specific antigen). a blood test for
men that measures a certain protein in the blood that is produced
exclusively by the prostate tissue. Annual PSA tests are recommended for men beginning at

age 50, or age 40 if there is a
family history of prostate cancer.
A take-home colon cancer
screening kit will be available at
no charge to participants age 50
and above.
Johnna Tanner, a physician
assistant with the dermatology
practice of Dr. David Outland,
will perform skin cancer screenings from 9 a.m. until noon in
Suite 105C, Carr Health.
Screenings are limited to one
minutes.
eight
every
Reservations for this service are
suggested by contacting Amelia
Dodd at amelia.dodd@murraystate.edu or 809-6463.
Other screenings available
include those for skin damage
assessment, body mass index,
body composition, blood pressure, grip strength, hearing, anxiety and sleep disorders.
In addition to the various
screenings, participants can visit
a number of booths to get information about nutrition guidelines, cancer awareness, smoking dangers and tips on smoking
cessation.

Coordinators of the health
screening fair advise that all
screenings and information are
provided as a preventive and
educational resource to faculty.
staff and their spouses and do
not replace regular physical
evaluations by a family physician.

ing hands to area
CFS students lending helpcenter,
visiting hospital patients. providing
BENTON. Ky. — During March, more than
175 elementary, middle and high school students
from Christian Fellowship School will participate in Serve-A-Thon and helping in various
communities as a way to raise money.
Called "Loving Hearts. Lending Hands." the
Serve-Alison at CFS is a month-long effort by
students who mail brochures around the state and
country to raise funds for the school. Last year.
CFS raised more than $60,000.
The elementary students will participate
throughout the month. Middle and high school
students will participate on Thursday. Efforts
involve working at local youth and senior centers.
reading to younger students, planting trees in a
river refuge. working in a food pantry and preg-

nancy
snack baskets to hospital workers, reading,
singing and doing crafts with nursing home
patients, assembling meal packets for needy children, assembling toiletry packages for jail ministry. and yard work.
"At CFS, we believe that Jesus calls us to serve
one another in love." said Deborah Lewis, event
director. "During March, we will be going into
our communities to do just that."
Area efforts include 3rd. 4th and 5th graders
helping at Blood River Association in Hardin and
6th graders helping at the Murray Youth Center
and Calloway County Senior Citizens doing
cleaning and yard work.
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KentuckylnBriet
2 Fort Campbell soldiers
awarded for heroic acts
FORT

II House plan ...
From Front
Although he does not foresee that eventuality, Keith Todd,
a spokesman for the Department
of Transportation District 1 and
District 2 offices in Paducah,
said that should there be no
money to finish the construction
on time, the department would
take steps necessary to preserve
the section.
"This kind of thing has happened before and we have waited as long as four years before
we came back and finished it,"
Todd said, citing delayed construction on Ky. 60 west of

CAMPBELL, Ky. tAP i
Two F .iirt Campbell soldiers have
been awarded the Soldier's Medal to their efforts to save fellow
Amencans
At a ceremony Tuesday, 41-year-old Sgt. Jerry Klatt arid 28-yearold Sgt. Thomas Hayes of the 101s1 Airborne Division were give the
medal for their heroic efforts in noncombat situations.
According to Army officials, the medal is given to anyone in the
armed forces who, in a noncombat situation, risked their life in order
to save another The same level of heroism is required to receive a
Distinguished Flying Cross
Fort Campbell officials say Klatt rescued an unconscious soldier
from a burning vehicle near the base on the Tennessee-Kentucky
border on Apnl 12, 2007. Hayes pulled an elderly man to safety from
a house fire on April 23, 2007

House panel OKs bill setting
framework for county consolidations
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A bill to create a framework for
Kentucky counties to voluntarily consolidate has cleared a House
committee.
The measure is similar to proposals considered several years
ago that tailed to make it through the General Assembly.
Under the latest bill, a consolidation process could begin through
fiscal court ordinance or a petition drive that could result in a special
election.
The bill also sets up a system to carry out a consolidation of two
or more counties. The measure cleared the House Local
Government Committee on Tuesday
With its 120 counties, Kentucky ranks near the top of the states
with the most counties. The bill's sponsor, Rep. Teddy Edmonds,
says multiple counties already share a number of services. He mentioned no situation in which counties are looking to consolidate but
stressed that such a process would be strictly voluntary.

Bill seeks to expand benefits from
sale of confiscated weapons
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Ar15111 to expand a program in which law
enforcement agencies benefit from the sale of confiscated weapons
has passed the Kentucky House.
The measure would add Kentucky State Police to the local police
agencies eligible to seek funding for the purchase of body armor,
firearms and ammunition.
The proposal also would allow police agencies to seek money to
purchase Tasers.
Tasers fire probes that are attached to wires which send volts of
electricity into a person. The intent is to cause the person to lose
muscle control.
Under the bill, the state's homeland security agency would
administer the grant program, which gets money from the auction of
confiscated weapons.
The bill passed the House on a 92-3 vote Tuesday and now
heads to the Senate.

Senate leader predicts action on
anti-bullying bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Kentucky Senate's top leader
says he'd like to see some form of a long-stalled anti-bullying school
bill pass this year.
Senate President David Williams said Tuesday he supports revisions that a Senate committee is considering for a House-passed bill
on the issue.
The House version would require school districts to develop
plans prohibiting pupils from intimidating or harassing other pupils.
Williams didn't offer many specifics but says he wants the Senate
to pass a bill with "some teeth in it" One shortcoming in past versions, he said, is a lack of a central reporting system to track schoolhouse bullying.
The issue came up Tuesday when Senate Democrats thed
unsuccessfully to dislodge a Senate anti-bullying bill stuck in committee. Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, a Louisville Democrat, said it's
unconscionable for the Senate not to deal with the issue.
In the past, critics of anti-bullying bills have said such proposals
could lead to the teaching of homosexuality in schools.

KSP warns
of 'Irish
Traveler'
activity
Kentucky State Police am
warning the public of possible
scams hitting the area during
the month of March.
A group commonly known
as the "Irish Travelers" or -gypcomes
traditionally
sies"
through our area using various
scams in an attempt to gain
entry into your home. In the
past, they have traveled in
groups of three or more canvassing neighborhoods looking
for unsuspecting victims, who
are normally the elderly and/or
widowers.
They will approach their vi‘
tim with an offer to paint your
home, seal your driveway. sell
and install gutters, or they may
be attempting to sell linoleum
or carpet. Once inside your
home, one person will divert
your attention while the others
will come in and take your
property. They may also take
payment for a job and then
never complete the work.
Kentucky State Police
requests that the public exercise
caution when opening doors to
unfamiliar persons, and never
let a stranger in your home.
especially if you are alone.
If you suspect these people
have been to your home or you
see suspicious activity in your
neighborhood, please contact
Kentucky State Police at 1-800222-5555 or contact local law
enforcement.

Wednesday, March 12, 2408•3A

Paducah that had to be put on
hold.
"From time to time those
things happen, but they seed
down things like the drain work
so it's not like it's just out there
bare dirt and eroding away," he
added.
In a 20-9 vote Tuesday,
members of the Appropriations
and
Committee
Revenue
approved the House's version of
Beshear's proposal. The bill, if
approved by legislators and the
governor, would raise the state's
cigarette tax by 25 cents a pack
— a move that is expected to
generate nearly $200 million
over the next two years in an

effort to deal with a projected
$900 million budget deficit,
according to an Associated
Press report this morning.
Other tobacco products also
would also be taxed at higher
rates, as would air charters,
armored car services, security
services, commercial janitorial
services and linen services.
Combined, those taxes would
generate an additional $95 million.
Budget
committee
Chairman Harry Moberly, DRichmond, said the increased
taxes coupled with cost-saving
provisions would generate some
$800 million over the next two
years.

•Grading issue ...
From Front
each year in high school. A high
school student with a 4.0
receives $500 every year they
are in college. If the next year
in high school they get a 3.0,
they add $250 for every year in
college. A student with a 2.50
receives $125.
In a presentation presented
before the board in January,
Vilardo said a student at Murray
High School who achieves a 92
percent will be given a 3.0 and
collect $250. A student at
C'rittenden County High School
can complete "the exact same
courses and academic requirements," finish with a 92 percent,
obtain an A and collect $500.
"Is this fair?," Vilardo asked.
"Does this not hurt children and
families just based upon where
they live and who makes the
decision in those communities
regarding the grading scaler
According to research provided to the board, 71 percent of
.50 neighboring counties have a
lower grading scale then MHS;
21 percent have an equal grading scale; 8 percent have a higher grading scale; and 30 percent
use the standard alpha grading
scale.
On the lower end of the

scale, Vilardo said students are
being failed out of high school
based on the 60-69 passing
requirements when at Murray
State a 60-69 is a passing grade.
A concern expressed by
teachers at the February public
hearing was that by lowering the
grading scale, the standard of
education would be lowered.
"I think lowering the grading
scale would lower our standards," said Laurie Edminster, a
teacher at Murray High School.
Another teacher added there are
ways for students to get A's
through extra credit work.
According to State Sen. Ken

Winters, R-Murray, the grading
scale is something that needs to
be considered.
"I really believe that there
probably would be some advantage to having a more uniformed
grading scale," he said. "In all
likelihood, we should give consideration to adjusting how we
qualify for scholarships or
indeed look at a more standardized interpretation of what an A
or a B or a C means."
Winters said he would
encourage the board to "look
seriously at something like that
but I don't want them to do anything that would discourage

Murray Elementary School
111 Broach Street

Monday, March 17 • 5:00-6:30 p.m.
REGISTRATION PACKETS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE SCHOOL OFFICE
Please bring your completed packet
and the following with you!
Current Kentucky physical examination
Current Kentucky immunization
certificate
Eye exam from an optometrist or
opthamalogist
Copy of child's social security card
Copy of child's official birth certificate

c3/1
401/A/00/CE
YOUR S'PEC/41 ,
EV(R/TS' WITH,
OUR HEIR
0411

?53-49/6
LEUERsi TiMES

SEE YOU AND
YOUR CHILD
ON
MARCH 17TH!

o/

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL, we're committed to building

)ctit ter

healthcare. But our committment is not limited to our new hospital

expansion projects - it is found every day in our people. We would like to
introduce Carla Talley, our next MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
CORNERSTONE OF CARE recipient. She is an Accounts Payable Specialist, and
has been delivering quality care to our community for almost 35 years.
"It is a privilege to have worked with so many fantastic people for the past 35
years I have seen many positive changes take place over the years and
watched the continue to grow Now, we are expanding to better meet the needs
of people in our region so we can continue to provide exceptional care I am
proud to be making a contribution to our community as an employee of Murray
Hospital "

To find

out more about our Cornerstones of Care,
and our expansion progress, visit www.murrayhospital.org.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

learning on a part of their stue
dents or to appear that they're'
not holding up their standards at
the level that they want tho
students to perform.
"Butt also know that s
of the pressure comes fro
availability of KEES schol
ships."
Vilardo said he has "t
utmost confidence of the fj
people on the board that th
will make the best decision f
the kids.
"Their (the school's) motto
'every child, every day' but till
grading scale is not for evert
child for every day."

KINDERGARTEN
REGISTRATION

CORNERSTONE
Care
At

1
One of the largest of those
provisions calls for restructurinq
and refinancing general fund
debts, saving about $300
lion over two years. Moberlp!
said the House plan calls few
reducing the government work
force by eliminating positions4
more than 3,000 state employ
ees expected to retire by year's
end. That, he said, would sa1.‘
about,$85 million a year.
The plan also calls for adjusting the state's "floating" gas tax
quarterly rather than yearly — a,
move that would more quick194
raise state revenue as fuel prices
increase.

4
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To the Editor,
'Murray State bans discrimination based on sexual orientaOne Regent. Jeff Taylor, suited, "... it's a recognition.'
tion of individuals and their nghts."
So Jeff, do we need to draw any lines, and if so, just
where are we going to draw those lines? With this new
pokey, can MSU discriminate against a male staff member
that is actively promoting and sexually involved in a "comlove
munal marriage' with three other men, who really, truly
one another?
Consider other possibilities - What if that sexual orientawith
tion is one of an adult female student focused on sex
ate
discrimin
MSU
Could
boys?
eaded
blonde-h
13-year-old
that
against someone on the faculty with a sexual orientation
animals?
size
medium
with
sex
s
advocate
openly
and
prefers
Where are the lines?
of the
Other than melodramatically whipping out a copy
of
Constitution from a jacket pocket, how does the Board
will
I
change?
policy
this
for
Regents justify their action
best
paraphrase one stated reason — 'We cannot get the
dis'sexual
ban
officially
not
do
we
if
s
gay/lesbian professor
cnmination' at MSU. Perhaps that would be bad?
dorses
Our distinguished MSU President Dunn makes/en
because
it
do
to
had
'We
effect,
the
to
s
statement
brilliant
me of
... well, everybody else is doing it.' That reminds
'If
ing,
admonish
by
excuse
poor
my
g
counterin
my mother
you
would
cliff,
a
off
jumped
Johnny and your other fnends
too?'
it
do
path.
I personally think that it is lunacy to go down this
l
proverbia
that
off
jumped
y
needlessl
Figuratively we have
cliff. Right now we are still falling, hitting small jagged
When we hit bottom, wherever
ledges as we go down.
that is. it is going to hurt. In essence we are destroying
ourselves by destroying our social fabric bit by little bit.
Ultimately there will be no lines to -.gross because we will
have crossed them all in the hallowed name of 'non-discrimination" and "individuals and their rights."
1 further believe this policy change was made with total
disregard and probable disdain for what the majonty of the
people in our surrounding communities, counties, and states
beliese is appropriate for MSU. The wise Board of Regents
say they were acting on behalf of students, faculty, and
staff, perhaps so. Apparently they could care less about
other community inputs partly because, of course •... everybody else is doing it.'
Regents arc practically untouchable, free to make whatever
policy decisions they like, disdainful or not. Openly complaining about this new policy might do us some good
toward influencing Regents decisions in the future. A topic
they are sure to take up soon is "Domestic Partner BeneAnother jagged ledge, and "... everybody else is
fits."
doing it.Perhaps if MSU funding gets cut an additional ten to fifto really
teen percent. that will give the Regents something
worry about, a real problem to solve. Although. considenng
one
the wisdom of this new policy. I can already envision
we
of their solutions to the funding problem-- 'Let's see, if
over
casino
new
the
to
fund
building
just take pan of the
What
by Fort Campbell and put it on the roulette table...."
brilliance!
George James
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
WWVI house gov/whitheld

Washington, DC 20510
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A Writer's Life
I have just completed a second reading of Ernest Hemingway's "A Moveable Feast." his memoir published
posthumously about his early years as a
writer in Paris. Hemingway discussed
the full range of joy and temptations
leading to sorrow that he experienced
in Paris during the 1920s when he
himself was in his early twenties.
Hemingway had given up his journalism, from which he made money, to
concentrate on what he considered serious literature, stones and novels.
In Paris with his wife Hadley and
their young son. Bumby, or as they
often called him. Mr. Bumby, Hemingway wrote in the cafes, while his wife
and son stayed back in a spare apartment. Hemingway's lean prose mirrored his Spartan lifestyle. although he
found a way to enjoy wine and aperimeals of oysters and
r
tifs before t=
snails and
Still unpublished, Hemingway also
experienced hunger before his first
book. "Three Stories and Ten Poems,"
came out in 1923. and before a collection of short stories, "In Our Time,"
appeared in 1925. With the publication
of -The Sun Also Rises," in 1926.
Hemingway could rest easy in the
knowledge that he had become, according to the blurb at the back of "A
Moveable Feast." "the preeminent writer
of his time," the leading voice of what
Gertrude Stein dubbed "the lost generation."
Before all the fame, however, Hemingway knew what it felt like to miss
a meal. "You got very hungry when
you did not eat enough in Paris," he
wrote. -because all the bakery shops

Mb imblidkall• MO lirib rOM

•4111.1 I a

man, "the completely
unambitious writer and
the really good unpublished poem are the
things we lack most at
this time." -There is,
of course," Shipman
noted, "the problem of
sustenance."
Ambition got the
best of Hemingway.
He wanted he said to
Home and
write one true senAway
tence, then one true
By James
paragraph. Sometimes,
Duane Bolin
he labored over one
paragraph for the
Ledger & Times
whole of a work day.
Columnist
cannot help but
ie with
work•ath
ay's
compare Hemingw
that of another prolific writer, the late
conservative raconteur, William F. Buck.
Icy, Jr. Buckley wrote over fifty books
and often dashed off a perceptive newt:paper column in twenty minutes. Hemingway's spare prose contrasted vividly
with, as Douglas Wilson wrote in his :
New York Times obituary, the
"sesquipedalian" and "perspicacious"
Buckley.
Buckley died on 27 February 2008
in his study in Stamford. Connecticut at
his desk, perhaps in the middle of yet another column. Hemingway committed
suicide in Ketchum. Idaho. on 2 July
1961.

k't

Duane Bolin teaches in the Department of History at Murray State University. He may be reached at
duane.bolinOnturraystate.edu

Having a blast with the past

/1ere's a question for you
What is the No. 2 hobby in
America. behind gardening,
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
I 37ARussell Senate Office Budding Washington, D C 20510 and the No. 2 topic searched
1-202-224-4343 on the Internet, after pornogsyww Jim bunning bunning senate gov
raphy?
The answer, according to
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
Richards. of the NationRob
20510
D.C.
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington.
al Archives and Records
1-202-224-2541 (Washington 10)
Administration's (NARA)
Southeast Region, is genealogyThat nugget. along with
hundreds of other valuable
bits of information, was part
of Rob Richards' presentation
last week to teachers from
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
western Kentucky involved in
TAHOE Plus, a project for
Phone(270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
teachers of American history
Mon.- Fn. 7:30 a.m. -5 p.m.•Closed Sat. dr Sun.
Richards traseled to Murray State University to talk
iintat-,4•Iminmyitrigt-r corn
to educators, and to explain
hil.11.11.-F
Ala.'
rom
the vast resources available
tirrit%Inigrr
etlit.trtorri
Melo*
Erir Sam,.
through the National
‘letirtrr
... atiotatmtrra
(In% L,stall. 4111,rf11.1f41 Ma
Archives and its regional
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Myy
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Rita
Atlanta.
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The wealth of available
114.•ht. tit•ISlj
Ir..
information at the regional
facility is stunning, with
NFIRKOSURRIM1112
more than 110.000 cubic feet
fiats•.Prit
rt
tirlirrn
Home
adrisnor
in
paitible
rellioton•
(II wt.s
of historical records dating
..untl. 114
Moan] is Cal
back as far as 1716. "AnyIRK N. mad In ro*t of 1.5.
one who needs historical
Nos
6
1120
(Amnions
Ilonhall
,ra
'we5
3_s
information created or
41141w 1••.1.thlu.ripittatt• III•S
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received by the Federal Gov- the brochure states.
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by NARA.
served
is
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For genealogists, that
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means seeing actual draft
ntii".....ro Mot 101M, Mons. 144 42071 1041)
cards of their relatives dating
ID we
fro rone to
back to World War I. Reach411V. 1 III X P4etill' 124 UM kir.. so •ffeut
• es .-rgraist 141 751-19116
ing hack further in history.
there are manifests from
a.monsloor of tin
& Timm It ft"MR MON • Murray 'dirt & Tomo
1.11 or•s• I
71111114ters
ships containing names of
114.toroon1 Pt... Aomori, PPM. Ustortsiumn and `owthno
tountind so sums anipromelI, *Ism
those who emigrated to
kurer odium My 16wcumeold Nur us dou
America. There are bills of
1 oda.,a Toro
sake for slaves, containing
cryptic descriptions such as.
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had such good things in the windows
and people ate outside at tables on the
sidewalk so that you saw and smelled
the food." "When you had given up
journalism and were writing nothing
that anyone in America would buy," he
said. "the best place to go was the
Luxembourg gardens where you saw
and smelled nothing to eat."
According to Hemingway, an artist—
a writer or a painter—could learn
from poverty and hunger. At the Luxembourg museum, "all the paintings
were sharpened and clearer and more
beautiful if you were belly-empty, hollow-hungry," he wrote. In such a state
Hemingway -learned to understand
Cczanne much better and to see truly
how he made landscapes when I was
hungry. I used to wonder it he were
hungry too when he painted; but I
thought possibly it was only that he
had forgotten to cat. It was one of
those unsound but illuminating thoughts
you have when you have been sleepless
and hungry."Later I thought Cezanne was probably hungry in a different way," Hemingway wrote. Hemingway believed
that "hunger is good discipline and you
learn from it." He learned well.
Hemingway went on to write such masterpieces as -The Old Man and the
Sea" and "For Whom the Bell Tolls."
But it was in those early, hungry
years that Ernest Hemingway experienced joy. He was happiest then,
when he was unpublished and
unknown. In a conversation with his
poet friend, Evan Shipman told Hemingway, -We need more true mystery in
our lives, Hem" According to Ship-

"Negro bki
George,"
asserting
his physical
condition
as "sound
and
healthy."
Federal
court case
documentation is also
available
through
By Constance NARA. For
r
Alexande
the southLocal
east, the
Columnist
region
where
many civil
nghts cases were argued,
there arc the complete
records of landmark decisions. Memorable documents
are on file, such as Rosa
Parks' arrest papers and a
diagram of the bus seating
arrangement. showing where
Ms. Parks sat down on Dec.
1955, in violation of state
laws that required blacks to
move to the back of the
bus.
For those interested in
genealogy, there are federal
population censuses for all
states from 1790 to 1930:
indexes to compiled service
records of Confederate volunteers: applications from former Confederates for
amnesty: 18th and 19th century compiled military service and pension records;
bounty land warrant applications. naturalization indexes,
petitions and declarations of
intention
Dunng his presentation.
Rob Richards showed draft
registration cards from

Main Street

famous Americans such as
baseball great 'Ty Cobb,
Nobel Prize-winning author
William Faulkner, and singer
and swinger Elvis Presley. In
order to locate a draft card
in the archives, Richards
noted, a researcher needs to
know where the person actually registered.
Regional history comes
alive at the National
Archives Southeast. The history of Tennessee Valley
Authority dams resides there,
including documentation
about families removed from
their land to make way for
the dams. Maps of cemeteries are also archived, along
with photos of dramatic
events such as the flood of
1937.
Of general interest are
archive holdings such as the
Mathew Brady Collection of
Civil War photos: German
records captured at the end
of WWII: records of U.S.
diplomatic missions; the government's administration of
Indian affairs; records documenting the unexplained loss
of Navy flight 19 in the
Bermuda Triangle, 1945; and
documentation of the Axis
Powers' looting of assets,
1933-45.
-There are records in our
building that you cannot find
anywhere else," Rob
Richards asserted at the end
of his presentation. "People
who don't know about us
are missing out.'
Whether you are interested
in genealogy or just plain
history, if you plan on visiting the archives to conduct
research using onginal
records. you are advised to

call in advance to ensure
that records are available.
The phone number is 770468-2I(X). Rob Richards also
recommends that you secure
a research card in advance.
if you want to work with
original documents. In order .
to be issued a card, you
must provide identification
such as a driver's license,
passport or student ID. Laptop computers are permitted
at the archives, but visitors
must leave personal belongings in a locker.
Many on-site services are
available. There is a selfservice microfilm research
room, and volunteers and .;
staff are on hand for consultation. Photocopies are available for a fee, with staff
making and/or arranging for
copies of records and certified copies for legal use.
If you plan to travel to
Morrow, Ga., for research
purposes, NARA recommends
that you prepare before you
go:
Consult the Website home
page www.archives.gov/southeast/
Take a look at the NARA
home page www.archives.gov.
Review research basics -www.archives.gov/research/
Read the guide to archival
holdings www.archives.gov/southeast/his
'dings/
Read Main Street online
at www.murrayledgercom.
Contact the columnist directly.
at
constancealexanderirt newwave
COMM WU
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Obama beats Clinton in racially polarized Mississippi

Obituaries

WASHINGTON (AP) a six-week breather before
With
died
Miss Doris J. Rowland, KO, Bagwell Boulevard, Murray,
Hillary
Tuesday, March 11, 2008, at 3 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County the next primary,
turned her
Clinton
Rodham
Hospital.
and
She had retired as a loan officer for Peoples Bank of Murray after attention to Pennsylvania
the latest in a
18 years of service. Prior to that position, she had worked for 25 beyond to counter
by Barack
years with Brooks Bus Station in Murray. She was a member of string of victories
states with
First United Methodist Church, Murray. Born March 17, 1927, in Obama in Southern
voting blocs.
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Carl Rowland and large black
Obama won roughly 90 perLaverne McDaniel Rowland. One brother, Jimmie Rowland, also
cent of the black vote in
preceded her in death. Survivors include two cousins, Barbara
pi Tuesday, but only
Barnett and Marjone Garland, both of Murray, and several nieces Mississip
of the white
one-quarter
about
the
chapel
in
a.m.
II
at
y
be
Thursda
and nephews. The funeral will
vote. That was similar to the
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Smith will officiate.
wn that helped him win
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be at breakdo
Carolina, Alabama,
South
.
the funeral home from 9 to 11 a.m. Thursday
Georgia and Louisiana before
losing to Clinton in Texas and
Thomas Lee Armstrong
Ohio, which has similar voter
Thomas Lee Armstrong, 84, Kelso Road, Murray, Lynn Grove
demographics to neighboring
his
home.
at
a.m.
8:30
at
2008
11,
March
Tuesday,
community, died
Pennsylvania.
be
will
funeral
The
He was born Aug. 22, 1923 in Calloway County.
"We have now basically
Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Brad recovered whatever delegates
in
the
follow
will
Burial
officiate.
will
McNutt and Lindon Ferguson
we may have lost in Texas and
Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral home Ohio, and we have a substantial
released
be
will
ion
informat
al
.
Addition
Thursday
p.m.
8
to
5
from
lead," Obama said this morning
later.
during a round of television network interviews.
James Thomas Nesbitt
Maggie Williams, Clinton's
p.m.
2
at
The funeral for James Thomas Nesbitt will be Thursday
n manager, congratulatcampaig
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. John Dale ed Obama on his victory in
AP
eulothe
present
will
,
will officiate and Lesia Holder, his daughter
t.
statemen
written
polls
before
shortly
sign
t
Presiden
for
waves an Obama
gy. Pallbearers will be Lloyd Evans, Jason Modglin. Jimmy Hays,
"Now we look forward to Mandy Carlock of Tupelo, Miss.
was one of several stuDwain Gibbs, Harold Bebber, Don Curd, Dick Routon and Charlie campaigning in Pennsylvania closed Tuesday in Jackson, Miss. Cariock, a Millsaps College student,
ce
hours.
Providen
for
New
the
tions
Warren. Burial will follow in
and around the country," dents that weaved campaign banners at downtown intersec
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home Williams said.
caucuses to claim the nominaGOP
the
claim
Obama planned to be in delegates to
from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday). Online conObama.in claiming his victo- today.
tion, the importance of nearly
percent
79
up
rolled
on,
nominati
at
Chicago.
of
n
made
his hometow
be
may
dolences
elected officials and party
ry in Mississippi, said he
800
pi.
Mississip
in
vote
the
of
With 99 percent of the vote
www.yorkfuneralhome.com
to be the Democratic
who will attend the
expects
leaders
17
least
at
up
Obama picked
Mr. Nesbitt, 64, Murray died Monday, March nominee and "the party is going counted, Obama had 61 percent
national convention as unelected
to
s
delegate
33
pi's
Mississip
of
Clinton.
for
mason,
to 37 percent
10, 2008, at 3:28 p.m. at his home.A brick
to be unified."
National superdelegates is increasing.
Democratic
an Sen. John McCain, the
he was a member of Mason's Chapel United
was attending a pres- Republic
Obama leads Clinton among
Clinton
more to
five
on, with
Methodist Church. He was born Dec. 15, 1943 in idential forum in Washington who has already won enough Conventi
delegates, 1,385-1,237
pledged
win
a
for
hoped
He
awarded.
be
his
Calloway County. Preceding him in death were
Associated Press count.
in
if
most
erase
to
enough
Tbe
sizable
father, Thomas Nesbitt, and his mother-in-law,
lady has
Nesbitt
not all of Clinton's 11-delegate whcIF the former first
Faye Jewell.
advantage among superdelean
she
when
week,
last
from
gain
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jennie Fielder Nesbitt, to whom
gates, 247-211. Blacks, who
won three primaries.
lie was married March 1, 1969; his mother, GeneIla Hutson Nesbitt,
also supported Obama in overhad
The Illinois senator
Murray; two daughters, Missy Dunlap and husband, Brent, Murray,
whelming numbers in earlier
for
1,484
to
s
delegate
1,596
nd Lesia Holder and husband, Chris, Lexington; one stepson, Eddie
primaries, accounted for roughthe
win
to
2,025
takes
It
Clinton.
;Taylor and wife, Shonna, Raleigh, N.C.; two brothers. Charles
ly half the ballots cast in
neither
With
on.
nominati
wife,
and
to interjNesbitt and wife, Janice, Murray, and John Paul Nesbitt
appearing able to win enough Mississippi, according
;Trisha, Franklin. Tenn.; four grandchildren, Sammy Blalock and
voters.
with
views
and
s
primarie
through
delegates
:Sarah Parrish, both of Murray, and Jude Holder and Ewan Holder,
both of Lexington; two stepgranddaughters, Madelyn Taylor,
:Raleigh, and Destiney Dunlap, Murray.

Miss Doris J. Rowland
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The funeral for William (B)Beane will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Sammy
Cunningham will officiate. Pallbearers will be Justin Fike, Mitchell
Downey, Michael Beane, Bryan Beane, Jason Robinson. Steven
Rogers and Mickey Bogard. active, and Tony
Sledd, Tyler Beane, Bill Hart, Larry Robinson, Hal
Capps and Phillip Bogard, honorary. Burial will
follow in the Barnett Cemetery. Visitation will be at
the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday. Online
condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Mr. Beane,83, Murray, died Monday, March 10,
2008, at 8:30 p.m. at his home.A retired supervisor
for Essex Wire Company, he was a member of
•
Grace Baptist Church. His interests were farming
,
Beane
and camping.Preceding him in death were his wife,
;
William
sons,
two
Beane,
Nellie Rubene Lassiter
Sliger,
Vivian
sister,
one
Beane.
Darrell
Kenneth
and
Beane
.Gary
12,
and two brothers, James Beane and Truman Beane. Born Aug.
Effie
'1924, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Rufus and
and
Turner Beane.Survivors include three daughters, Kathy Sledd
Kenneth,
husband. Russell. Alm°, and Judy Downey and husband.
wife.
and Debbie Morris, all of Murray; two sons, Mark Beane and
Louise
Mary
sister,
one
Virginia,
wife.
and
Beane
Pam, and Keith
Murray;
Brooks, and one brother, Linzy Beane and wife. Ann. all of
Tracy Fe,am,
12 grandchildren. Penny Bogard. Mitchell Downey,
Tony
Joseph Beane, Tiffany Jones, Michael Beane, Dawn Fike,
Ashley
Sledd, Christy Sledd, Bryan Beane, Heather Rogers and
ndchilMiller; one stepgrandchild, Johnny Hopkins; 20 great-gra
en.
andchildr
-great-gr
great
two
ldren;
-grandchi
dren; three stepgreat

Mrs. Mildred L MaybeII

at 2 p.m.
The funeral for Mrs. Mildred L. Mayhall was Tuesday
Cox and
Ron
Rev.
Fulton.
Home,
Funeral
k
Hornbea
of
in the chapel
County
Obion
the
in
was
Burial
d.
Rev. Rick Walker officiate
at www.hornMemorial Gardens. Online condolences may be made
beakfuneralchapel.com
2008. at 10:27
Mrs. Mayhall, 75, Fulton, died Sunday. March 9,
of South
member
.A
Paducah
Hospital,
Baptist
Western
at
a.m.
former
the
of
e
employe
an
been
had
she
Fulton Baptist Church.
for many years.
H.I.S. Clothing Company and the Liggett Company
was the daughter
Born Nov. 24, 1932, in Obion County. Tenn., she
Bryant. One
Alonzo
William
and
Ferguson
of the late Stella Mae
her husband,
brother also preceded her in death. Survivors include
14, 1949; one
Calvin J. Mayhall, to whom she was married May
ldren,
grandchi
two
Tenn.;
,
Dukedom
daughter, Vickie Owens,
Ky.; two
Wendy Owens, Dukedom, and Scott Owens, Murray.
Billy Joe Bryant,
brothers. Dale Bryant, Union City, Tenn.. and
Union City.
South Fulton. Tenn.: one sister, Virginia Smith.
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Investments Since 1854

STILL CLIMBING: The soaring cost of filling up the family car
climbed to a record high Tuesday, adding to the challenges
consumers already face with falling home values and rising
rising
food pnces, the Associated Press reported. A year ago,
s
concern
raised
had
demand and a string of refinery outages
culthe
is
oil
crude
of
price
record
the
Now,
.
about supplies
prit, propelling gas prices higher although supplies are at 15year highs, the AP said. Pictured above, is a sign at a station
in Murray.
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Mrs. Eiza Chadwick May

May was today
The funeral for Mrs. Eliza Chadwick
Pembroke. Robert
Church,
Baptist
Salem
(Wednesday) at 11 a.m. at
Cemetery. MadduxGayheart officiated. Burial was in the Rosedale
in charge of
Fuqua-Hinton Funeral Home. Hopkinsville, was
Pembroke,
of
formerly
er.
Winchest
90.
arrangements. Mrs. May,
Regional Medical
died Sunday. Match 9. 2008. at 3:36 a.m. at Clark
Tenn., she was the
C'enter.Born May 31. 1917. in Stewart County,
Chadwick. Also
Fox
Pearl
Donie
daughter of the late Mark F. and
five sisters. A homeand
brother
one
were
death
in
her
g
precedin
Church. Survivors
maker. she was a member of Salem Baptist
son. James May.
one
May:
include her husband, Jessie R.
le. Tenn.; one
Clarksvil
Radford.
R.
Anna
.
daughter
one
Lexington;
five greatldren;
grandchi
three
Murray:
sister, Marie Chadwick.
grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
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don't have to be a farmer to get

FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.

Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Farm • Life •

Long Term Care • Health

inctIrnnro available in (ity or county

ay!

\•

753-4703
Calloway County Farm Bureau
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Order of the Arrow Lodge
plans work weekend at park

Anniversary

Lodge,
The local Order of the Arrow
of
the service society of the Boy Scouts
at the
America, will have a work weekend
Friday,
Murray-Calloway County Park on
•
Saturday and Sunday.
Members of the lodge will work on Cr.-:
sion control and the replacement of a foot:
cow:
bridge as a service project for the
munity.
memAll former Order of the Arrow
aged to stop by the courtencour
are
bers
Jo's
at any
house pavilion at noon or the park
Datebook other
time to visit with the current lodge
By Jo Burkeen members.
Community
EdItOr
ned
Spring registration plan
spring registration
Calloway County Preschool/Head Start
Friday from 8 a.m. to 2
for the 2008-09 school year will be
Registration will also
ool.
Presch
p.m. at the Calloway County
13 from 2:45 to
May
and
be Apnl 25 from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
10.
762-74
call
ation
inform
5:45 p.m. For

promotion
Quarterback Club plansClub
will have a
Mr. and Mrs. Puckett in 2008

Mr. and Mrs. Puckett in 1948
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Puckett of 1105
Coles Campground Rd., Murray. will celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary on
Sunday. March 16. 2008.
The couple was married March 16.
1948, in Corinth. Miss.. with Dr. D.Y. Young

officiating. Their attendants were Bryan
Elkins and the late Fausteen Williams
Elkins. who were married at the same
time.
Mrs. Puckett is the former Faye Elkins.
daughter of the late Porter and Mary

Elkins. She is a retired nurse.
Mr. Puckett is the son of the late Essie
and Marietta Puckett. He is retired from
a plant at Calvert City.
They have one son. Lynn Puckett.
No formal celebration is planned.

Okuda named as February Student of Month
Nozoniu Okuda, a senior at
Calloway County High School.
V•JS selected as the February
Student of the Month for the
Murray Rotary Club. Okuda
has a 3.9 grid& pointv..faverage
and als,ha, .in ACT score it

He has been a member of
the World Language Club.
Chess Club. the Academic
Team, and the Technology Student Association. He has won
awards for AP Latin. Pre-Cal.ulus. Global Issues, and the
History and Appreciation of
the Visual and Performing Arts.
At the Regional Foreign Language Festival at Murray State
University. Okuda finished first
in Level IV GrammarNocabufirst in Level IV
I arv

Internet

Culture/History. first in Level
IV Derivatives; and first in
Costumes.
At the State Foreign Language Festival he had one second, two thirds, and one fourth
place finish in Latin IV competition. Okuda also won a silver medal on the 2007 National Latin Exam.
Okuda has already earned
12 hours of college credit by
scoring a 5 on his AP Latin
Exam. He currently is enrolled
in AP English, AP Calculus,

Benton's Tater Day will
feature barbecue 'kookoff'

RVING MURRAY

BENTON, Ky. - The 165th
later Day Festival will include

liours No Contracts'

1

Ladies it is going to he sandal
weather any day We lune the
perfect product tor s •.11 -5,0c
My Feet" is a lotion that protests
your feet from callouses and
blisters h is also great to pui
between your toes when weannr
flip flops Many people who
were neser able to wear 111CIII
before swear by this product
With all the proms and wed
dings coming up this will /wok.,
your feet when wearing high
heels
Ruh a &MC slit amount all
it% et each toot, and let st ikhunt,
into !.our skin It pros ides a pro
tetti‘e harrier of glycerin and
lanolin which keeps the fool
front sliding in )our *Isie,i A lot
til people fust like the way ii
makes their feet feel and wear II
dad!,
I alsay• take it to markt, with
in
inc AA I am OWITI) feet all day
heels, it really storks
Ian l'inkels will be here proba
My h Thursday This is the twig
mai Ian Towel recommended by
dermatologpac
New 'Brighton Look-a-Like
sunglasses and handbags base
arnsed The bigger frames arc
Rack
We base also janil received
some fabulous patent leather
handbags in beautiful spring col

$995
.,.if

i••••••1111111.••

1.1••••gng •••• par ban, bar
• ••0••1 863,••••• we,IN•troo,'
• -re,',tan Pap ,•••• ••••••or &mon'
alrwroteaccr
Surf uP to6Xfoster/ '
..

•

•

t..,werage

•rwierienifent Contractors
wpencients and Students
OfiRA/Ntetriattve

759-2575

R,bahs•!roe,net Access SIOCP 1994

Attlinnoted
,rnaii Businesses

•

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
•
•
•
•

Jessica Bybee
& Seth Grogan
Whitney Puckett
& Philip Sollitto
lerina Gardner
& Rich Edwards
Leslie Steely
& Terry Franklin

•

Courtney Cross
& Brandon Steele
Jessica McKnight
& Josh Dunn
Kristin John.son
& Andrew Logar •
•
Meagan Rogers
in
& Zach Baldw

Pashmina shawls make palest
wraps he theisleeseleas dresses
tot 'print We have them in
white and yellow
MIS season belts go from
clamor widths to skinny ('orsi(
and cohra chain belts are hot this
swing
VS hen the temper AlUIC• Alf
•4.4 %Val the long shorts with
tights n,,, al., .,•k• is gau
•
Ae.katng them with a lint(
heel looks hest
ongratul.itions to bianln
Thompson who won the
14.1)-mito
l'asict issum JanUnd ItIC ‘,411t.1
we re ICA% with shove stoi,
ring piing dresses and skirt.
• niII lost' them
Quote if the %keel
antes- success. act as if it were
impossible to fail Dotothe.
Brandt
WI tuned to nett sv'kt Fan
report
• 1.

Zeta Department will meet
Woman's

Club will meet
Zeta Department of the Murray
, manager
Lochte
Kate
house.
club
the
Thursday at 2 p.m. at
speaker.
of WKMS area public radio, will be the

nment
Glory Bound Entertai
ainment Ministry

will be FriGlory Bound Christian Entert
n UnitGoshe
of
hall
ship
fellow
day from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
at Stella. Featured.
ed Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North
information call
will be The Grants and Ivan Hodge. For more
24 or Patrick.
Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-81
l.com
hotmai
bound@
glorye-mail
or
66
761-26
at
Lea

VFW meeting ThursdayWars

will meet Thursday
Post 629 of Veterans of Foreign
on Ky. 121 North.
at 6:30 p.m. at the National Guard Armory
post629I.org. Any
e
websit
the
about
held
be
will
Discussion
invited to attend,
is
ry
auxilia
the
lady who wished to join
according to David Foley, commander.

TOPS will meet Thursday
sensibly)

Chapter #469
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds
of Calloway
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex
call Stephanie
ation
inform
For
.
library
the
as
y
Librar
Public
Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

SS

Habitat looking for power pole
y County

is lookHabitat for Humanity of Murray-Callowa
are
ing tor a temporary power pole for their next house they
,
please
donate
could
you
that
one
have
you
If
start.
to
ready
contact Chuck Hulick at 753-0323.

Mu 're Invited to
Westside Baptift Church:0

Holy
Treasure Hunt

'
$ets‘I\C

Sat., March 15th
10 am-12 Noon
For Ages Birth - 6th Grade

.•

•-••...""*

Blake ['owe!
& Brad Paxton
g
i
P
Clic•
HERE to
Smile! Now you can own the picture
See and Buy
Photos
of that unforgettable moment captured

-

•

Calloway
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
For more information call
Mayfield office at 1-270-

the third annual Kiwanis Club
Barbecue Kookoff.
The event will take place
at the Benton Water Depart- Project Graduation plans promotion
tion will have
ment on Main Street near the
Calloway County High School Project Gradua
are asked to
ers
oned
Custom
sancti
.
is
It
closing
.
MC Co-Op
a rebate day today from 4 to
by the Kansas City Barbeque tell the cashier they are there for the group.
Society and will be officially
judged. It will begin Friday CCHS Council will meet
Making Counafternoon. April 4, with the
Calloway County High School Based Decision
judging taking place at the cil will meet today at 3:45 in the media center.
Benton Water Department on
Poplar Street, and Saturday
CCMS Council to meet Based Decision Making
afternoon, April 5.
Calloway County Middle School
far
as
Barbeque teams from
l will meet today at 3:30 in the media center.
Counci
away as Honda will be competing for the $3.600 in prize
Guild has exhibition exhibition, "Visual
money. Categories include port. Art
Murray Art Guild's annual _Pined
The
ribs, chicken, and brisket. Grand
opened Sunday in the community room of the Miller
ce,"
Eviden
$1000.
receive
will
champion
South 4th St., Murray. The exhibit will remain at
201
Annex,
be
Plenty of good food will
h March 22. For more information contact the
throug
annex
available for sale through later the
at murrayanguild.org or 753-4059.
Day. The local team. Magic guild
Valley, will be competing.
scheduled
Ed Jones. event coordina- l'outh registration
will have T-Ball, Baseball and
ation
Associ
Sports
Youth
bareat
tor, said "Please come
events through March 21;
sportz
www.tc
at
ation
Softball registr
from 10
final way to register is at Trophy Case on Sunday
a.m. to 2 p.m.
•See Page 7A

,/
Nd
-a
64
0-e

Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust

Ramon/
University Square
12th Street • Murray
(VW 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-S,
Saturday 10-2

sday
representative here Thur
will be at the

A Social Security representative
County Public Library on Thursday
p.m. He will assist in filing claims.
toll free% 1-8M-772-1213 or the
247-8095.

Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey
Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry
Beth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pounds

4-0(D IC ICflifT
305 South 12111
Murray, KY • 733-7441

r

n UP Online! •••••.L•callSoi Co..'

LocofNet

AP World History, AP Latin
part IL and AP Computer Science. When Okuda graduates
from Calloway County High
School in May: it is possible
that he will have 52 hours of
college credit.
The CCHS senior is the son
of Vic and Meg Okuda. Outside of school, he has earned
the degree of Eagle Scout.
After graduation, Okuda has
been accepted to Brigham
Young Univers,is where he
plans to studs 1 inguistics.

rebate
Murray High School Quarterback
are asked to place
ers
Custom
ay.
Thursd
on
D's
n
Captai
day at
cashier to benefit the
their receipts in the box next to the
Tiger football team.

•

in the newspaper. Photos become timeless
when framed or kept in your photo album.
bottom!
Visit www.morrayledger.cous and click the blue

T CHURCH
WESTSIDE BAPTIS
Rd., South
207 Robertson
Murray, Kentucky
753-8240

Come havefun
with crafts, snacks,
games and an
egg hunt.
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Unyagemeni

Steve and Christine Miller Sr. of Benton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Mackeni.
Lie Elizabeth Miller. to Steven Wayne Lofton, son of Paulette
and Harley Cannon of CaIN ert City and Wayne Lofton of Benton.
Miss Miller is the granddaughter of Gladys Hinsperger of
Murray and Ethel Miller of Houston, Texas.
Mr. Lofton is the grandson of the late Joe and Lucille
Lefton of Benton and Hilda Lofton of Hardin.
• The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Marshall County
Sbhool and a 2006 graduate of Murray State University. She
is employed by Britthaven of Benton.
The groom-elect attended Marshall County High School and
is self-employed.
The wedding will be Sunday, March 16, 2008, at 1 p.m. at
Hardin Church of Christ, Hardin. All relatives and friends are
invited. Guests are asked to RSVP to macs.weddng@gmailcom

Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn (Blackie)
Shemwell of Murray will celebrate their
65th wedding anniversary on Thursday.
March 13, 2008.
, They were married March 13, 1943,
by Rev. Carlson at Beech Grove, Ind.
Their attendants were Margaret Hinds and
Clarence Allen.
Mrs. Shemwell, the former Blanche

iy
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-
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ri-
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By LARRY DOYLE
Blood drives chairman
Saturday between 9 a.m. and
p.m. the Red Cross..filloOd"
$Frvices Bloodmobile will be
sct up in the Wal-Mart parking lot to take blood donations
One pint of blood can provide life sustaining benefits for
dime people. Only you can
provide lifesaving blood. It can't
be done without your help.
Become a member of an exclusive group: The 5 percent of
the eligible United States population that actually donates
blood. Plan to donate blood
every 56 days (8 weeks) and
encourage others to give blood.
To be eligible to give blood,

1,.

Alumni from Murray High
School Class of 1985 are participating in a Class Reunion
at
Website
http://classreport.org/usa/ky/mu
rray/mhs/1985/. There are no
registration fees required to
join in the fun. Each class
member has full participation
privileges.
This Class-Based Reunion
Website features dynamic
daily. Stop
donors must be healthy, at least changing content
current Class News,
17 years old (no upper age in to view
e opinions and stay up
limit), weigh ,at least 110 exchang
the Message Board.
with
date
to
blood
given
'pounds; na have
Alumni BiogFeatured
the
View
in the last 56 days, and show
piccard,
donor's
Red Cross
ture ID or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be conducted by
From Page 6A
the staff to determine eligibilblood
High
ity to give blood.
becue to support the Kiwanis
pressure and diabetes will not Club of Benton. We are a notdisqualify one, if condition is for-profit gaup that awards
under medical control.
scholarship, campships, and
Refreshments will be served. monies to help needy children
The next scheduled Red in Marshall County. All of our
• blood drive in Calloway proceeds will go back to the
County will be Thursday. April community.For more information visit
18, from 2 to 7:30 p.m. at the
website: www.bentonkyki607
the
Center,
Weaks Community
wanisclub.org.
Poplar St., Murray.

•Kookoff

rdNGs
waCKI
)honletownre:NE
so
The benefits of hometown banking have never been
easier
banking
clear' Now, you are rewarded for making
card. free
with a great rate" on checking a free check
more
and
pay.
-A ATMs anywhere " free bill
i
of a
And qualifying is easy. If you like the convenience
simplicity
the
and
Internet
the
of
power
the
card,
check
for you!
of automatic transfers, this account was made

raphy of the day. Send a birthday greeting to a class member listed in the Upcoming
panel. Reunion
Birthdays
announcements, book and
movie reviews, favorite recipes
and featured links will keep
one checking in regularly to
see what's new.
Class member Ann Harcourt
Randolph has volunteered to
class
as
serve
administrator. Randolph would
like to invite all Class of 1985

Subscribe'
Today!

Alumni to stop in and fill out
a profile so they can be reached
regarding the next class reunion.
This Class-Based Reunion
Website is hosted by Classreport.org. For a refreshing
change from the large commercial alumni directories.
Classreport.org provides noncommercial class reunion websites for every graduating class
of every high school, and
extends full access to all class
members without regard to

by calling
753-1916

financial ability. Classreport.org
has no advertising, no popups, no spin, and no registrations fees. Classreport.org
pledges to never sell names
and addresses to third parties
and to let the website be administered exclusively by Murray
High School Alumni. Other
alumni classes from Murray
High School can be accessed
a
http://classreport.orgiusaiky/mu
rray/mhs/.

LOUR&TIMES

CALLO WAY COUNTY
PROMOTES
A GREENER, CLEANER
COMMUNITY
Calloway
The Office of the Environmental Planner for
of the
County would like to remind county residents
opportunities available for trash disposal.
you may
Calloway currently has three permitted haulers
route:
contact to have your trash picked up on a regular

Calloway Trash Service 270-761-3740
Hall's Waste Management 270-759-1151
CWI 800-585-6033
the transCounty residents may also dispose of trash at
fer station located on Landfill Drive.

Stop in either office and clam your reward:
Hometown Rewards Checking its easily the best

Monday
Transfer station hours are 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
day.
Satur
on
through Friday and 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon
tires, batItems excluded from transfer station are whole
exceeding
teries, liquids (paint, chemical, etc.), material
pallets
wood
6" in diameter or 6' long (tree stumps, iron),
freezers,
must be cut up, air conditioners, refrigerators,
.
trash
d
burne
hazardous waste, and burn barrels or

•ON BALANCES UP
TO $25,000"
EASY BANKING EASY SWITCH.EASY 7 r

Columbus, Ga., and
Allen, is the daughter of the late Mr. and and wife, Lyn, of
wife, Terese, Hazel.
and
l
Shemwel
Ronnie
from
retired
is
She
Mrs. Clarence Allen.
ldren are Terry
grandchi
four
Their
Fisher Price.
, Shawn, Christina
Mr. Shemwell is the son of the late Mobbs and husband
, Anthony, Tiffany
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Shemwell. He is Bumette and husband
Shemwell and Worth Shemwell. Their four
retired from Ryan Milk.
are Courtney, Cody
They are members of Memorial Bap- great-grandchildren
Ansley Bumette.
and
Mobbs
Ryan
and
tist Church.
They have two sons, David Shemwell

Murray High School Class of 1985 gathers online

Red Cross Blood Drive will
be Saturday at Wal-Mart

le

Mr. and Mrs. Shemwell in 2008

Mr. and Mrs. Shemwell in 1943

Miller and Lofton

9

Nednesda), March 12, 2008 • 7A

!

You may contact Scott at 270-489-2584 for
tions.

addition ques-

oard for
ResiderSts of the county may also take cardb
r located at
recycling to the Community Recycling Cente
y on the first
the North Farm on North 16th Street in Murra
Saturday of the month.
tal Planner
You may contact the office of the Environmen
mation.
at 270-759-3549 for any additional infor

•••••,
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Homemakers membership drive underway

_3nnioersary

Many of you have seen or
heard about the Calloway County
Homemakers. They are in the
schools and in the community
lending their hand at spreading
It
0
the wings of Family & ConI -47
sumers Sciences education. If you
have ever wondered what this
fine group of people are all
about - now's your chance!
All are invited to come "fly
sion
Exten
high with Homemakers" this SatNotes
urday during the Calloway CounES y
ty Homemaker's membership
La Dawn Hale drive. "Flying High with HomeCalloway County makers" is March 15 from I IExtention Agent 1:30 at the First United
tor Famity &
Methodist Church building, 503
Consumer
Maple, Murray. This event is
Sciences
free and open to the public.

4

Come and Join us for fun,
games, food and prizes. Bring
your family. Find out how Homemakers fit into your community
by Learning, Leading and Serving.
There is a club that is the
perfect fit for you. Some meet
during the day and some meet in
the evening. We even have clubs
that are special interest clubs like
crafting or cooking. Also, we are
looking to add new clubs to
meet the needs of the community.
One suggestion is a multigenerational club that would include
mothers, daughters and/or Grandmothers that could meet on Saturdays for cooking or crafting or
any number of other activities.

Another idea is a gardening club'
where ideas, cuttings, and other
information can be shared. A new
club is easy to start with a minimum of 5 members.
ANOTHER FACT: Homemakers don't stay borne! We take
day trips and even have the
opportunity for a little travel.
Please come and see what we
are all about. Homemakers are
open to women AND MEN. For
more information, call the Calloway County Extension Office at
753-1452.
Educational programs of the
Cooperative Extension Service
serve all people regardless of
race, color, age, sex, religion,
disability or national origin.

ekend

Paducah Orchid Society plans event this we
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Paducah Orchid Society will host
its annual Spring Orchid Show
and Sale on Friday. Saturday
and Sunday in the Dillard's
Court area of the Kentucky
Oaks Mall.

The Paducah Club and the
Little Egypt Orchid Society of
Carbondale. Ill., will each have
orchids on display and for sale.
Admission is free.
This will be an opportunity for the novice grower to

get free ordhid growing hints
and tips. Potting, medium, fertilizer, as well as several different varieties and colors of
orchid plants will be available.
Hours for the show will be
from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on

Fnday and Saturday and noon'
to 6 p.m. on Sunday.
For more information calt
Reba Bristol, chairperson, at
270-898-3764 or by e-mail atreba@vci.net or www.paducahorchidsociety.com

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Howard Riley
ld will cele!Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Howard Riley of Mayfie
. March 16,
Sunday
on
rsary
annive
ng
weddi
brate their 60th
at Nonhside
ion
recept
a
with
2008. from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
ld.
Mayfie
in
Hall
ship
Fellow
Chnst
of
h
Churc
are not expectFriends and relatives are welcome. but gifts
ed.
in Lone Oak
The couple was married on March 27, 1948
n) and
(Cotto
Gentry
were
ants
Attend
ms.
by Alonzo Willia
Mavis Riley. uncle and aunt of the groom.
and the daughMrs. Riley is the former Imogene Youngblood
Mayfield. Mr.
of
r)
(Cride
lood
Youngb
ter of Edgar and Alma
Riley (Sanderson)
Riley is the son of Cecil (Jake) and Lucille
of Mayfield.
from ComHe is a retired truck driver and union leader
Systems. Inc.
mercial Carriers. Inc. which later became Ryder
United States for
He delivered new automobiles throughout the
fanner and
cattle
man
gentle
retired
a
over 30 years. He is also
is a real estate investor.
ld.
The Rileys live on their farm north of Mayfie
(Rick ReichThey are the parents of five children: Jeanne
and Don (Elizman). Santa Fe. N.M., Danny (Patsy) Riley
bia. Tenn., and
Colum
(Kris)
Tim
ld.
Mayfie
abeth) Riley. all of
have 11 grandchilAmy (Jim Bowers). Springfield. Tenn. They
dren and three great-grandchildren.

High School has
released the honor roll for the
first semester as follows:
NINTH GRADE
Murray

All As

Introducing
unlimited calling.
Talk all you want for just $9999/month1
s) in the U.S.
Call anyone on any phone (including landline
.0ther monthly charges apply. See rietOrr

0.-BeB, Doilaw Wa*Wejffir
ningfield. Shelby L. Blalock,
Chnstin Gong. Brittany M. Harpole. Stephen J. Hjerpe. April

AkOillO9issol994..offeAS

0 MORE BARS
IN MORE PLACES

Y. McCreary, Rebecca V. Raj.
Ethan C. Thomason and Jessica M. Whybark.

Tayler Davan ARv. Ste.en
T. Arnold, Lauren M. Bierbaum.
All As and Is
Alexandra M. Bloodworth. LinGrant T. Adams, Madelyn
sey C. Capps. Robert ()gown:.
. Katherine Mane
Anna E. Dawson. Trim. W. E. Basiak
Zachary Charles
r,
Bloeme
L.
lan
.
Dun. Molly R. Griffin
n 1. Carpenter. JesHolmes, Hunter Houck. Amber Buck. Kanly
Leah Lynne DickCook.
L
sica
Drew
.
Hughes
Daniel
A. Huber.
Dowdy. Alyssa
C.
Abby
man.
Grace
D. Kelleher. Rebecca
F. Enckson. Anne R. FerguKilby. Brandon Kipphut.
Gallagher. Rebecland McClure. Lauren J. Owen.. son. Enca L.
ey K. GrifAdderl
Garth.
C.
ca
H
Jordan M. Smith. Zori
fro. Richie D. Harper. Patrick
1)falor. Nicholas Anthony VolarVinson, Arnana- G. Hughes. Nolan M. Jackson,
do. David
dall. Hyo Jae
da B. Winchester and Sarah David 0. Kuyken
Lee. Sudan Naveen Loganathan,
N. Wooten.
Mason Chnstopher Manning.
All As and Bs
Nicholas Mason, Robert
Beau
Landon T. Boggess. Robert
t. Brooke L. Salley.
Pucket
C.
Deese.
P
ew
Matth
r.
DeBae
A.
Smith. Tyler E.
A.
y
Sydne
R.
Dillon
an.
Lauren A. Thelem
Edward Merrell.
Garland. Jacob C. Hamm. Spann. John
Watson. Grace
James
Nathan
Elizason.
Hender
A.
Rachel
and Hayley
ghurst
Wellin
H.
Darbeth lines. Kyle A. Lewis.
.
ius C. Nabavi. Glen R. Olive. Elizabeth Wright
12TH GRADE
Kamna M Olson. Jacqueline
All As
F Richardson. Landon D. RusC'olin W. Capps, Luis
sell. Megan E. Shoulberg, Niko
y N. Cobb.
M. Sikkl. Mackenzie L. Web- Cignoni, Bradle
, Siena
Conner
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Alzheimer's in both parents
a concern, risk for children
CHICAGO(AP) — One parent with Alzheimer's disease is
tough enough, but imagine the
inemory-robbing illness striking
both parents — and knowing
chances are high you'll get it,
too. A study of more than 100
families for the first time gauges
the size of that risk.
"Fm scared," said Jackie
Lustig, 52, of Sudbury, Mass..
Whose
father
died
of
Alzheimer's and whose mother
Ls living it. "I'm hoping to heck
that the pharmaceutical companies come up with something
better than there is now. It's not
a nice way to go."
The study, appearing in
March's Archives of Neurology,
found more than 22 percent of
the adult children of Ill couples
with Alzheimer's had the disAP
ease themselves. Risk grew with Jackie Lustig, 52, left, comforts
her mother Jeannette Zeltzer,
age. Among offspring older than 81, who suffers
from Alzheimer's, in her room with a portrait of
60, more than 30 percent were
affected. In those older than 70. her late husband, Hyman Zeltzer, 83, hanging on the wall at
nearly 42 percent had the dis- her assisted living facility in Newton, Mass.
ease.
recruited through the universiPrior studies have found a 6 ty's Alzheimer's research
center.
to 13 percent prevalence of the
In the study, diagnoses were
disease in the U.S. population confirmed through
medical
Older than 65.
records, autopsies and
At age 62, Gayle Dorman tion by researchers. examinaMore than 22 percent of the
The parents
worries every time she mis- with Alzheime
adult children of in couples
r's had 297 chilplaces her car keys. "Is this the dren who lived
with Alzheimer's had the
to adulthood and
day I'm going to start losing it?" 67 of those
disease themselves a study
children had
she wonders.
shows The risk grew with age
Alzheimer's.
The suburban Tacoma.
Senior author Dr. Thomas
Occurren
ce of Alzheimer's
Wash., woman spent eight years Bird of the
University of
disease in adult children of
caring for her parents, who died Washington said
parents with the disease
he was uncomof Alzheimer's, and in a cruel fortable saying
the
50 percent
coincidence, her husband's tripled or quadrupl normal risk
ed in people
41.1r4
mother, who also died of the ill- with two affected
40
parents
ness.
because the study was small and
She said she was surprised to had no comparison
30
group.
learn "a lot of other people have
"What I'm comfortable saya double whanuny like I do." No ing is that risk
20
is increased and
one knows how many people we're working
on trying to find
10
have two afflicted parents, but out what the magnitud
e is," Bird
experts say that as baby boomers said.
age, there are likely to be more.
Bird disclosed in the paper
>18 z50 *80 e65 z70
For now, there's no cure for that he has a licensing
AGE GROUP
agreethe more than 26 million people ment with Athena
SOURCES Archves of Neurology
worldwide estimated to have Inc. The company Diagnostics
AP
does lab testUniversity at Wastungton
Alzheimer's, which gradually ing for a
gene related to latedestroys memory and other onset Alzheime
r's. But Bird's quantify their risk. "I tell them
mental abilities.
agreement involves genetic dis- it's our strong hope that by the
Dorman took part in the coveries
unrelated
to time they reach the age of risk,
University of Washington study Alzheimer's, he
s'ard; and the we'll have better intervetuiona."
to find out more about her risk company had nothing
to do with said Dr. Steven T. DeKosky of
and to help researchers identify the research.
the University of Pittsburgh. He
culprit genes that could lead to
Many people with two affect- recommends controlling cholesnew treatments. Families were ed parents ask their
doctors to terol and blood pressure, and
staying mentally active.

Inheriting
Alzheimer's

It's all about balance

By REBECCA WRIGHT, RD, LD
Center for Health and Wellness
Like many adults, you may be striving to
reach or stay within your healthy weight range.
Due to the fact that being overweight (overfat)
increases your risk for developing health problems (i.e. high blood pressure, heart disease, diabetes, stroke). Eating a healthy diet and increasing physical activity can help your efforts.

Enloy a Varlet/ of Foods
Whether you want to lose, gain or maintain
body weight, resolve to make positive dietary
changes that can last a lifetime. Try to include
foods from each food group on a daily basis.
Different foods supply different nutrients, so a
varied diet makes it easier to get the nutrients
you need. The Food Guide Pyramid provides an
outline for planning daily food choices at varying
calorie levels.
Your calorie needs are determined by your
age, activity level, health status and body size.
In general, people who have lower calorie needs
should eat the lowest number of Pyramid servings; those who have high calorie needs should
eat the highest number.

Tip the Scales in Your Favor
Set a realistic goal. Aim for a safe weight loss
of about onerund a week. Even a small weight

loss can improve your health.
Make every bite count. Choose lower-calorie,
lower-fat foods from each food group most of the
time. Balance higher-fat foods with lower-fat
choices.
Pay attention to portion sizes. Eat smaller
portions and limit second helpings of foods high
in fat and calories. For example, share a dessert
among friends instead of eating the entire serving.
Read the Nutrition Facts panel on food packages. It provides information about calories and
nutrients, which help you determine how individual foods fit into your overall plan.
Enjoy plenty of vegetables, fruits and grains.
They are filling, and many are naturally low in
fat. Pack an orange or fresh pear in your briefcase, stash a serving of reduced fat wheat thins in
your desk, and/or keep crisp carrot sticks or V8
juice in the refrigerator.

Summing up
Balance your diet and take charge of your
health. You do not have to achieve perfection Co
benefit from healthy eating.
Experience the Difference by joining me this
month at Murray Calloway County Hospital's •
Center for Health and Wellness. To schedule an
appointment for nutrition therapy, call 762-1834.

Regional meetings will
address heart disease, stroke
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Department for Public
Health (DPH)and the Kentucky
Heart Disease and Stroke
Prevention Task Force are teaming up to address two of the
most serious health concerns in
the commonwealth - heart disease and stroke.
Beginning later this month,
DPH and the task force will host
a series of regional meetings
where members of the public
can voice their concerns and
ideas about preventing heart disease and implementing a
statewide action plan.
"Heart disease and stroke
affect thousands of Kentuckians
and pose a major public health

problem," said William Hacker,
M.D., acting undersecretary for
health and DPH commissioner.
"The increasing burden of heart
disease and stroke continues to
adversely affect the quality of
life of many Kentuckians. We
want to hear from members of
the public to help us increase
public awareness and get more
people involved in heart disease
and stroke prevention."
According to DPH, heart disease and stroke are the No. I and
No. 3 cause of death in
Kentucky, putting the commonwealth in the top 10 states for
heart disease and stroke mortality. In 2003, the total expenditures in Kentucky for treating

these diseases were over $1.36
billion.
All members of the public are
encouraged to attend the regional meetings to share concerns
and ideas for the state plan.
Locally, one will be at the
Carson Center in Paducah from
5-7 p.m. on March 25.
Registration can be completed on the Kentucky TRAIN Web
site at www.ky.train.org. The
Web site will provide detailed
information about the locations
and times for the regional meetings.
For more information, contact
Bonita
Bobo
at
BonitaA.BobotrAky.gov or (502)
564-7996,ext. 3625.

Tiratiug you its U.

STOP BACK & NECK
PAIN TODAY!
SPINAL DECOMPRESSION THERAPY*
Safe Painless Procedure for
• Disc Bulge
• Sciatica
• Disc Herniation
• Neck Pain
• Headache
• Arm Pain

WWI

-k I IEART ATTACK IS A RACE AGAINST TIME.

• NO DRUGS
• NO INJECTIONS
• NO SURGERY
Dr. V. Wade Etherton
Dr. B. Dobry Etherton

Etherton
Chiropractic

We want you to have a head start.
When a heart attack hits, a quick response can save your life. Here's how
you and your healthcare providers can work together:
First, if you expenence chest pain or shortness of breath with sweating or
nausea, call for an ambulance immediately and get to your nearest emergency room. Do not delay!
(If you have questions about heart attack symptoms. ask a nurse at
Western Baptist's 24-hour Chest Pain and Stroke Hotline: I-800-5751911i
Western Baptist, the region's only nationally accredited chest pain center,
is working with your ambulance and Murray-Calloway County Hospital
emergency room staff to help save precious seconds and precious lives.

•

:Acorngwessi,
o !NM
compunction rmilh chsroprect.

Then, if you need additional treatment after your local team has worked
to stabilize you. you can be transferred to Western Baptist, where the chest
pain team has been recognized for exceeding national standards of excellence in cardiac care.
Just know, in the event of a heart attack, a few minutes literally can mean
a lifetime.

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION

270-759-0030
1102 Chestnut Street, Murray, KY

BAPTIST

HEART CENTER
westernbaptist.com
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 07-41-00500

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 0741-00459

VS NOTICE OF SALE

VS NOTICE OF SALE

Circuit
By virtue of• Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Judgment of the
Court on December 10. 2007, in the above cause. to satisfy the
to offer for
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $.51.2214 24. I shall proceed
Kentucky,
sale at the Courthouse door in the 'its of Murray. Calloway County.
at the hour of
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, March 14. 2008
property located in
10 00• m local time, or thereabout, the following demnbed
as follows
described
y
particularl
more
tieing
and
Kentucks
'ounty.
l'alloway
miles southwest
Legal description of. tract of land situated approximately 1 5
being Lot 3
of the Town of letter, in the County of I 'alloway. State of Kentucky.
of record in
of• Subdivision l'Ist of the OWN Abort and Debbie Ahart property
Subdivision
Plat Book 24 Page 29. Slide 2243. la replat of Tract 1 .4 a Minor
deacribed
further
being
and
22:17,
Slide
'24,
Page
'24.
Bank
I'lat
in
Plat of record
a. follow•
40 east of the
Beginning st • point in the centerline of Juetin Drive. located 142
dewnled herein,
east line of Hopkine Road being the isouthweet corner 14 1.,/t
through a
theme_ with the east line of lit 2. north 09 deg 43 59' west. peeling
202 90 to a
• diameter mbar wrap 93175, set at 25 Pt, for • Militancy of
'2 and the
diameter rasher wrap 9:1175i found a common corner with lids 1.
northwest corner .4 Lot 3.
diameter rebar , w1cap /31751

through •
thence with the west line of Lot 4, mouth 02 deg 19' 14" west peering
to the
▪ diameter mbar . wrap 131751 set at 174 96 for • distance of 204)04)
4,
Lot
of
comer
'southwest
the
Dnve.
Juet
centerline
MI 26' wee* 1411.56' 5.
thence. with the centerline of Junin Drive. north 111 deg.
the point of beginning
however to • 25 roadway easeThis tract contains ii;70 mores hut is 'other-rt.
Professional
nem for JusUile Drive Survey by C Thomas Dowdy. Kentucky
Land Survey No 3222. dated September 19, 2001
wife, Shirley White, by
Being the soline property conveyed to It. White and
Book 419, Page 609 in the Office
deed dated October 12. 2001 of record in Deed
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

14.4 Ardmore Mobile Home Serial NO l'I.A05067ITS

cash or credit basis of thirty .301
The aforementioned property shall be sold on •
purchaser shall deposit with
d.am. but if sold el •credit of thirty ,30, days, the
price and execute bond
the eocrommintoner ten percent 10'S of the purchase
interest at 1 2% per
with plod and sufficient aunty for the remainder, bearing
payable within thirty
and
due
fulls
and
peid
until
sale
of
date
the
from
annum
additional ftecunty All delin
day. A lien shall be retained on the property as
C.anmissioner but the
quent taxes, if an', shall he ascertained and paid bs the
ad valorem taxes
property shall he sold .0nel to the 2007 and subeequent
This 94th dm .4 January, 2008
Reaper-dully submitted
MA' W PARKER
Master

Commissioner

C•Ikrtes, Circuit t'ourt

4'011MONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT r IF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
('iii! Action No 07 CI -0030M
asaggicAN wHoLF-SALE LENDER

DEFENDANTS

ALLAN TODD DALTON,

RAY WHITE. SHIRLEY WHITE,
BENEFICIAL KY . INC .AND
KENTIICKY. DEFENDANTS
('ALL)SWAY ('I It

A1140 2002 18

PLAINTIFF,

WELLS FARGO BANK, NA,

GREEN TREE SERVICING. LLC, PLAINTIFF.

thence. south M9 deg 46 24' east 191 06 to•
set the northwest corner of Lot 4,

Lend
Mike

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
ent of the
Court on January 14, 2008. in the above cause, to satisfy thethadgm
offer for
Plaintiff in the approximate amount 01 8111784 23, I shall proceecEto
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,
14, 2008, at the hour of
to the highest bidder at public auction on Friday. March
located in
10 00 a m . local time or thereabout, the following described property
ns Road.
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 258 Murray-Pa
follow..
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as
miles southeast of
Legal descrlption of a tract of land situated approximately I 0
being a part of
the City of Murray, in the County of('alloway. State if Kentucky,
and being Tract
the Northeast Quarter of Section 2. Township I. Range 4 East
of
2-D as shown by a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Nelda Veiggitui property
described as folrecord an Plat Book 32. Page 501. Slide :1074, and being further
lows
line of the Old
Beginning at a'" diameter rebar .w/cap 03175i net in the east
of way line of
Murray Paris Road. located 12/41 5.5 south of the south right
Tract '2-C. and
Kentucky Highway 121 South, being the southwest corner of
being the northwest corner of Tract 2-1) described herein,

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary appointments have
the
in
made
been
Calloway District Court.
MI claims against these
appointments should be
filed with the clerk and
the fiduciary within su
months of the date of
qualification•Estate, of Annie Mae
Sims, 109 Chestnut St .
Murray, KY 42071; Case
Fiduciary.
108-P-49,
Robert E McCuiston, 109
'elfelithltt'Se ;Murray, KY
42071; Attorney. Trevor
Coleman, 408 Main St.,
42071,
KY
Murray,
Appointed 03-5-2008.
Estate of Verna Mae
Parker, 108 North 10th
St., Murray. KY 42071;
Case *08-P-50; Fiduciary,
Laurel R P"POol, 2451 St
Rt, 94 West, Murray, KY
42071. Attorney Gerald
Bell, P.O Box 1075,
42071;
KY
Murray.
Appointed 02-0.5-20001

BINGO

east 972 12 too '
theme with the south line or Tract 24' mouth 141 deg 07 36'
Ann Lyons propdiameter reter I Weep 03175i set in the west line of the Kathy
of Tract 14' and
erty Deed Book 173, Card 13147i being the aoutheast corner
the northeast corner of Tract 2.1),
7" diameter
to•'
thence, with Lyons' west line, south 06 deg 19 30" west 241 00'
property
rebar .wicap /31751 pet, the northeast corner of the Sue Lemmorui
1Deed Book 204, Page 179.,
936 06 to•""
thence. with Lemmons north line, north 1.13 deg 04 59' west
Disarray Pans
Mesmater mbar (wIcapft3176)Small be this soot boo of the Old
Road lemmons northwest corner
following bearthence. 30 from and parallel to the centerline of said road, the
ings and dim-anew
North 03 deg Is' 06" west 121 33 to an angle point.
North 00 deg 41 23" west 94 44 to an angle point.
North 03 deg 13 23' east 61 29 to the point of beginning
wide public utilThis tract contains 5 61126 acres, but is subject however to• 10
Murray-Pans Road
ity easement scram the property and adjacent to the Old
by deed from
Allan Todd Dalton obtained title to the above described property
in Book 590, Page
Dinkird Mobile Homes Inc dated April 20 2005. of record
19. 2005. of record in
649. and by quitclaim deed from Dedra Dalton. dated Apnl
County
Book 590, Page 6.53, both in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
Court
basis of thirty 301
The aforementioned property shall be sold on •cash or credit
shall dewed with
days. but if mold on •credit of thirty 1301 days, the purchaser
together with bond.
the Commissioner one-third .4th, purchase price, an cash
and sufficient
Fr the remainder payable in ten, equal installments, with good
from the date of sale
sureti said remainder bearing interest at 120. per annum
A lien shall be retained
until paid and fully due and payable within thirty days
any. shall he
on the property as addithinal ecunty All delinquent taxes if
shall he sold rub
arcertained and paid hs the Commusioner hut the proprrts
pet to the current ad valorem taxes

Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbus
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1s1 Sat of the month

POND Stocking!
Thurs, 3/201 The Fish
Truck will be at SS
Mum from 11:4512:30, 1-800-3352077 or
www.kyttshlruck.com
THE Murray Letter &
Times consider r its
sources reliable, but
do
inaccuracies
occur Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although persons and
mencompanies
are
herein
tioned
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities

Leal

Range 3 East
A part of the Northwest Quarter if Section .16 Townethip 2
Hen /7/43. and
IlegInning at a point in the Weal right of way line of Kentucky
Wed right-of way
pent bring 61104 feet 4 inches South of the intersection .4 the
right of way line .4 Kentucky Hwy
line of Kentucky flew% 97143 and the South
of approximated% 206 feet to•
694 theme in • weeterls direction for • distance
ely 115 feet to
point thence in • wutherli direction for a distance of approlimat
of approximately 205 feet
• point thence in an eamerls direction for • draurree
07M thence in a rumberla direrto the west right td e•• line of Kenttack Hwy
II7143 for • distiller
isf
K./ducky
line
way
.4
right
Wed
the
•lorig
and
urn
01 appedinuely 125 fret to the pant of beginning
41 in the above description was erroneously referred to as
1
Hwy /71/
Rent.
I. Lockhart et us
Harr liL1 in • Deed from etto S Parka et ux to Ronald
51 Calloway
&tied Februart 6 196e1 and .4 record in Deed Red 106 Page
County tlerkatliffins
and wife
Items the mime property tonveved to Christopher I. Alexander
in Deed Bs.da.
Miranda J Alexander le deed dated letember 1 zoos of record
11311 Page 64A1 on the ..iffee of the Clerk .4 the Calkers% County Court
wi a cash or credit beim of thirty 1.
The alonmentionet property shall he sold
days the pun-hang, shall deposit will
dart but if ...Id on • rixdo of ikon,
the pun hoe price and execute bond
the 4 eerimissioner ten percent -1041
4 pet
.
interest at I1
with good sod puffier., surety for the remainder Peering
payable within thin
and
due
fully
and
paid
until
stele
of
dele
the
hue
annum
seninty All debt"
days A lam shall be retained on the property ea additional
the Commtesioner but the
awed tams if any *hall be mentioned and paid le,
taxes
prepert• shall be swig witspert to the current ad vislorem
The 10th day of January /01114
RespectfulN outwitted
MAX W PARKER
Magee" reateriememewr

Collieway Circuit (Merl

Nodes
LEGAL N(MCE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by Judy Curd lk Shane
Walker CeExerutors in
the estate of Ralph
Bedard Exceptions to
this settlement must he
filed an the C•Ilovnis
Count., Ihestnet Court on
or before the hearing
which is set for the 24th
day of March. 20004
Linda Avers
Circuit Court Clerk

Classifieds
Office
Open
71an •5 ixn
Mon • Fri
To place
your ad call

753-1916

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
("fellows', Ihstnct Court
Bennett.
Kathy
by
Executor in the estate of
Futrell
Ann
Sally
Easeptions to this settlemerit most be filed in the
Calkromy County District
Court on or before the
hearing which 111 set for
the 24th day of
1008
Linda Avery
•ircuit 1nurt Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
annunts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
Wilson
Dorothy
by
Egerotor in the estate of
Larry Wilson facepteons
So this settlement mum
be filed in the Calloway
County I/egret Court on
or before the tearing
which is art for the 24th
day of March 20011
Linda Avery
tin-oil Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
arrounta has been Sled in
Calloway District Court
by Bonnie Chambers.
Administrator in the
estate of Paul Chambers
Exceptions to the settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing which is set for
the 24th day of Match.
21308
Linda Avery
Circuit Coati Clerk

For inquiries, please contact:
Wendy S. Collins, Director of Nursing at
(731) 217-3152 or (270) 293-2932
The Henry County Board or Educatior
IS an Equal Opportunity Employer

JOIN Murray's favorite
"Nome Medical Equipment
Company"
Due to growth we are accepting
applications for Full-time
"Respiratory Therapist"
Must be license certified in state of KY
Benefits available.
APPIY at
HOLLAND MEDICAL
905 Arcadia Circle, Murray, KY

Brothasen ot Benton Is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:
• Director of Nursing of a 34 bed unit
• RN Administrative Nurse
• LPN Administrative Nurse
We offer competitive wages' along with an
excellent benefit package. Applicants must be
licensed in the State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street,
Benton, KY 42025
EOVAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Nurses Aldo/CNA
PAN Training and working all shifts as needed Must be flexible and mature If you would
enjoy working with Me elderly and a pleasant
atmosphere please apply in person at
Fern Terrace 1505 Stadium View Dr. Murray
EOE

060

010

Calloway Circuit
B. suns..4• Judgment and I irder of Sale entered by the
,1401 in the above cause to satisfy the Judgment of the
2
Janusn.
nurt
proceed to offer for
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $79 4119 81 I shall
C•Ihneay Counts Kenturtcy,
sale at the Courthouse door in the City .4 Murray
March 14 20004 at the hour of
I. the highest bidder at public MUCt11.11 .11 Friday
&embed property located in
follosoing
the
thereabout
or
time
keel
m
1000•
Road Murray.
Calloway Counts Kentucky with its athlete& hens 71 Crossland
as 1011.1•••
KY 42071 and being more particularly 4140[111.141

Thu 15 an ontenm position, completing a 179
clay/year position, aligned with school breaks
and holidays. Annual contract runs 1 July
through 30 June. Two years experience
required with CPR and First Aid certifications
preferred. Applications may be obtained on the
web at yorwirchenryk12.net by clicking on Forms
then School Nurse Applications. Submit applications no later than 26 March 08 at henry County
Board of Education/CSK 217 Grove Boulevard,
Pans, TN. Board will be closed 17-21 March 08.

MS Wand
MI
GENERAL carpente [
needed Hours flexible
experienced required
PAINTER/BOOM
with references
Operator Ten plus
436-5933
experience
years
painting in a commer
cial or inciustnal environment roth aortal
boom -lift certification
or 5 years of boom -lift
experience Call 931-

MAX W PARKER
Master Commessoner
,Calloway Circuit Court

DEFENDANTS

Staff Nurse (LPN or RN)
Harrelson Elementary, Puryear.

14M1Voind

VS Nt MICE lth SALE
CHRISTI rPHER I. ALEXANDER AND
MIRANDA J ALEXANDER

is now accepting applications for

057

This 3014h day of January. 200$
Respectfully submitted.

PLAINTIFF.

The Henry County
Board of Education

NM 1111anled

LAKE area resort has
PT opening in small
and
shop
coffee
Must
housekeeping
be dependable, detail
oriented and flexible
only
hours
Day
Weekends mandatory
Call Susan 436-2345

436-5353

p.

1
1

vss-x•into
Savings!

1
1
1

subscribe

1

Happy "25th"
Anniversary
Mom Ef Dad!
Lhy you.
Ryan c, Thylor

I

M1 RIM
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Local Mail

Home Delivery

rCallnory

3 los
6 gm
I yr.

3 oft-633M
6ass-SUM
lye. -......$1116.119

Rest of KYPIN
threw a

Dolioret

Al Other Mail
Subscription

3Nis -3aia
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6 666.
ym
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Mahe

..$75.611
$146.00
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Money Order

Visa

MX'

Name
I Pit Addrees

I State

ZIP

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Les& Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1910

•

CLASSIFIEDS

Nturrity Ledger & Times

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Au
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
I p.m. to 4 p.m.
0

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
Oil our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn,
you wal be redirected
to lobnetwock.corn
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this websne
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.som
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
as if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
DO you love worldng
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Cate
101 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience? No problem!
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818
ext.
150.
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position:
RN/LPN- Sat & Sun.
6p-6a. Work 12 hrs.
get paid for 16 hrs. Or
if you need full time
hours and benefits you
may pick up Mon. 10p6a.
SRNA Full time 6A-2P.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farming St., Mayfield.
KY 42066
HELP Wanted:

et.

Id
:nt
a

Insurance Customer
Service - Western KY
and Northwestern TN Rapidly expanding
insurance agency
needs new customer
service representatives. Duties include
commercial and personal line insurance
customer service.
Salary based on
experience. P&C and
Life license a plus but
not mandatory for the
right candidate. Office
and training provided
Please Reply to
Murray Ledger PO
Box 1040-A Murray.
KY 42071

has
all
and
us!
oble
.nly
tory
5

•

.ee

.00
00

IMMEDIATE OPENING. Shipping and
receiving
personnel
needed expenenced
with order processing,
warehousing & tight
deadlines. Must be
organized with a good
attention to detail_
Forklift operation, computer skills & inventory
control expenence are
helpful Dependability
& accuracy with calculations of company
records a must. Ability
to work in a close fast
paced environment is
needed Physical labor
involved Drug testing
& background check
required Competitive
wages and benefits
Send
resume
to.
Shipping & Receiving
Position P0. Box
1516, Murray, KY
42071
LOCAL cabinet company looking for expenenced help Must be
dependable and able
to lift heavy objects
Call for application
293- 3822

NOW taking applications tor all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NOW taking applications for full time cook
and part time Food
Service positions. Full
time position includes
benefit package. Pay
depends on experience
Prefer candidates with previous
food service experience, but will train.
Must have positive attitude, neat appearance
and envoy working with
seniors. Must work
weekends.
Preemployment drug test
required. Apply at
Glendale
Place
Assisted
Living
Community,
905
Glendale Road.
OTR dnvers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
PADUCAH Real Estate
April night licensing
class. 270-223-0789.
deloiseadams yahoo.
corn
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experienced
professional
journeymen painters.
Must have 4-years professional
painting
experience. Position
includes benefit plan
including
Health.
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer.
PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance
Experience with
repairs, painting
Resume to 108 North
12th St
PART-TIME
Patient
Ser v ice
Representative 25-30
hours per week, M-F
Growing
medical
equipment company experience preferred,
but not necessary.
Pleasant.
outgoing
personality a must!
Send
resume
to
Legacy Oxygen, 924
South 12th, Murray. KY
42071
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF!
2008 Seasonal Help
Wanted
Vanous Part time
Positions
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great tor Retirees!
March 10, Start Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
12800 U.S Highway
68E,
Benton, KY 42025
Call For Appointment
270-354-6568
& game
CLEANING houses 20
years experience 270759-9553
120
Corwin
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759 3556

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORACI
'AA SU*(kilts
Avails.*
4dow Have
Climate Control

ANTIQUES,
753-3633

cam Larry

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coln
collections. Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

GOLD Gallery
in Benton pays top
dollar for your old
goidl Broken chains,
nngs, act & silver
CI:NM We've been
buying gold for 29years Gold Gallery
Hwy 641 Benton KY
Call (270)527-3372

SCRAP
CARS
I),
Act. tutu parr,
753-ssoo
WASTE oil: Will pick
up used motor oil.
Drum exchange. MDF
270-436-2215
150
Articles
For Sale
08 hot tub. New in
package. 6-7 person,
7HP, 46 jets, ozone,
water fall. Full warranty. Retail: $7,698. Must
sell: $4,200.
573-300-1031
1985 Yamaha 700,
road bike, less than
9,000 miles. 1976
Aeroglide, with 115
horse evinrude motor.
1988 diesel Ford tractor
lawn
mower.
(270)293-5498
BUILDING a barn'?
Building
a fence?
Come see us for your
lumber
needs!
Premium quality-low
prices we are the manufacturer! March fencepost special! 6"
round 8' long treated
post $9.35 each. Also
available: 3"-8 fenceposts 8' tong 6x6" 8'22' long 8"x8" 16•-22'
icing. Come see us'
Replogle Enterprises
2040 Lumber Rd,
Henry, TN
731-243-7628
COME visit our new
showroom! Replogle
hardwood
flooring.
9875 Hwy 79 South,
Henry, Tenn (731) 2432568. We are sawmill
to showroom. Pre-finished floonng close-out
special!
Discounted
and seconds, while
supplies last. 13,000
feet.
Sycamore,
Beech, Cherry, White
Oak in venous widths
and finishes. Sold as is
$2.00-$2.50 sq. ft.
Come see us! MonThurs 8-5, Fn .8-4, Sat
8-3.
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HO televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also
LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
VeAlt0 f MINS

(270) 753-1713
Horn rialseleps
WESLEY Allen daybed
with mattress, black. 6
months old. $400
759-0049 978-1539

2520 JD Diesel tractor
a syncro transmission
single hydraulics, wide
front end, good rubber
back, new on front,
only 2nd owner, original operators manual,
good tractor. $8,000
731-642-8843
731-336-3875

rut.

NEW pool table, never
used 1"-sIate solid
wood. carved legs. felt
act package, retails
$4.500, selling for
sell
$1,600, must
(573)300-1031
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
whiD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo •$5 00
for local networks. Cal
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901

ALLWINTER
CLOTHES

moo Now
WILL GO S5 00 BAG
5A1E MARCH 15TH
RI I% •` \I \I
\ Is

2BR, $285, C/H/A
near MSU Move in
free days 753-9898
3&41311, 2BA available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 2 BA duplex
C//-1./A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3-BR Duplex, lease
and deposit $700.00
per mo 227-0375
BEAUTIFUL one bedroom with washer and
dryer Great location
Pet and smoke tree
$400mo
includes
water. 226-8006
DUPLEX 2BR, 213A,
404 Bambi Cl. North.
no pets (270)3762746 (270)841-5653
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
All appliances including washer, dryer.
759-5885 or 293-7085

OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme ioca
bon. 753-2905
293-1480

BOXER mix puppies,
tree to good home, 2
mahogany, 3 white
(270)254-0279.

DOG Obedience
436-2858
RAT Terrier puppies,
6-wks. old.
(270)753-2293

M

ock & SuppNe

LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Mus
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left
Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

6 yr. old black TWH
Gilding 14-2 beginners
horse. $850
(270)328-8099
BERMUDA grass hay
square bales, $8731-514-3632

*“OWNER
FINANCE***
NO CREDIT CHECK
Clean late model
doublewide. Country
setting, 3 bed, 2 bath,
garage, off 94E toward
lake 217 Cross Spann
Rd. Murray $4,500.00
Down; $585,00 monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-7222.

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

-*OWNER
FINANCE**
4 BR, 2-1/2 bath,
2,300 S. ft. detached
garage. $4,950 down
$695/mo, 144 Seth
Lane. 753-1011

SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260/mo. 753-5980

270
liable HOMMIFOf Sale

**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $3,495 down
$598.00 month, 102
Gilbert St., Hazel
(270)753-1011
'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin
2BR 'IBA.
1-800-455-3001
1997 16x80 Belmont,
3E3R, 2BA, with outbuilding
(270)227-9467
2000 Fairmont, 16x80.
vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 2x6 walls, northbuilt,
ern
nice
(270)489-2525

28R, 1 bath 5 miles
north
Murray.
of
(270)752-0461
2BR, all electric. No
pets, $325 monthly.
Refrences required.
(270)623-6314
978-6492

340
Houses For Red
2, 3 8. 48R houses
Lease
&
deposit
required. 753-4109
2BR, 2BA, house in
country, C/G/A, appliances.
$500
mo
Coleman RE 753-9898

Rentals

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
MD No pets
(270)436-5496
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1&2 BR apts, 1 -year
lease: 1BR $350.00.
28R $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
1 -BR
APPLIANCES
included. Partial utilities paid. $300 per mo.
752-0456
2 BR 28A Garage, al
appliances. Very nice.
9028 N 20th 650.00
per mo 753-5344
752-0313
2131,1 apartments available Great location 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
28R duplex, 213A,
garage No pets.
753-7457 or 227-3054.
28R duplex. nice,
CAVA. appliances furnished. Various loca
lions. Coleman RE
753-9898

DUPLEX on large lot in
Cambridge. 2BR, 1BA,
each side. (270)9780505 (270)436-2051
Morro, Ledger a Times 1.1•
Hotsakna Art Notice
All real estate advertoed ber,n
la wines, to
Federal Fan
Act, whiets mattes 11

the

y atheettee any Innen
elrl
hmitanon
enor.
Or

dne-nonna-

Need on race, fOlOf teltglob, rank. handicap. larnthal tea.
no. or nattonal ongtn, 01 mem
nor. to make env auch prefer
non

State law. IntInd dearnmtnation
in the salt rent.)
erthing
n4 teal estate based on factor
,an
addftton to thine pr,4ecte.1

or ath

under tecteral WWI

55. wdl knowtngly accept ans,
advertrung tor rear ...ate t,h.ch
in eastern, ot the law All
pervons are

ta not
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nIt. Sam.
Fr farther_ a. ..ala:vcr
I-anong Athe222ng min
men., t 011.41 %AA I

Rene P kitten, 1701164a Imo

1850 St RI 121S
Murray. KY 42071

OFFICE rental space,
prime location, Benton,
KY 270-227-6454

NEWMAN House
Chicken and burgoo
sale! What: Whole
chicken- $7.00
Gallon of Burgoo$12.00
When: March 9th from
9:00am -12:00pm
Where: St. Leo
Church parking lot,
located on corner of
Hwy 641 and Payne
Street.
*First come, first
serve!
430
Roe Eat*

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

270-436-54%
270-2934906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
.We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

PARKSIDE
STORAGE

BY Owner- Brick 38R,
2BA, new paint, carpet, full walkout basement, C/H/A. new well
pump, storm windows,
2 car garage, deck, 1
acre land with mature
trees, Charlie Miller
Rd., minutes from
Murray off 641 North
$87,500.
(270)753-7549
(586)764-6477
FOR-SALE BYOWNER: 3-bedroom, 1bath, 1200 Sq-11. Brick
home on 1 -1/4 acres
3-miles from Murray
4424 641-North. CHA,
Appliances, Carport,
Small Greenhouse,
Large Fenced
Backyard, Circle Dnve,
Patio, 2/Room
Workshop. Small
Barn-Outbuilding,
Tractor Carport,
Chicken Coop,
Storage & Tool Shed,
Large trees. $89,900.
Open House Saturday
gam-12pm 615-8047444

Flat"-

root, tonstabooa or ducrontna

3BR, 1BA, Brick with
hardwood floors,
newt), remodeled, no
pets. 1710 Farmer
Ave.
$700 monthly
(270)293-4602

2 Of 3 BR 1 BA Home
on 1 acre land. Fenced
in back yard with storage building. Country
living close to town
Perfect for pet owners
227-1560 or 293-4224

DACHSHUND
and
Doberman miniature
puppy mix $100
293-9756.

34 Angus Balancer,
Gelbvieh, Bulls, selling
March 18. 6:15p.m, at
MSU Expo Center.
Information or catologs
call (270)556-4259

OAK dry wood, by the
pile, needs to be
moved (270)527-7240

"OWNER FINANCENo credit check pnvete 3beid, 2bate home
in secluded area new
lake Recently remodeled including paint
updated electrical &
plumbing
127
Tearose, Hamlin KY
$4,900 Down $595
mo Call Ruth
753-2222

BOXER mix puppies,
free to good home, 2
mahogany, 3 while
(270)254-0279

EXTRA nice large. like
new, 2BR. 2 Bath,'Kw
carpet, appliances,
almost new. $595/mo
1410-8 Hilhvood
753-3018

KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor
Parts and
Service 759-9831

RI

753-3853

Calhoon Construction, LLC

1488ates

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray

1111111
.
0

Kednesday, March 12, 28418• 38

10 acres north o
Murray
near
the
Marshall County line.
Great building site.
;45.000 Gall 293-7872
10 acres for sale, 2
miles west of Kirksey
on Hwy 46-4 with pond
and well on site
Excellent for tobacco
crops or building site
(270)705-4129
3 acre wooded lot with
pond in Sanoga Farms
subdivision. 293-7872
3AC.,
SARATOGA
FARMS, back nght corner. White fence in
front. 270-519-2290
450
Farm Fat Sib
139 acres near New
Concord. Trophy dee
and turkey hunting
125 acres of martimber.
ketable
$275,000 293-7872

PARIS, TN area
22 acres adjoining
Tumbling Creek Good
hunting, great building
site $2.500 an acre 1877-275-0543

IMMEDIATE
DEBT RELIEF!

epiiipertysolv ers.coni
12701761-11OME

5555 5% ci edt.15

370
Prop.
For Sib
2 1 acre commercial lo
on Lowes Drive Zoned
8-2 for Highway business $175.000
293-7872

GARAGE, office on
paid lot set-up for a
used car lot $750
703-4768

OWNER
FINANCE-•
No credit check! Clean
and nice 3BR 'IBA
home on lot in Puryear,
1,292 sq.ft., hardwood
floor,
appliances
$3.900 down. $475
monthly. Call Fluthie
(270)753-2.
BRICK
4BR/2BA.
3.000 sq.ft. living. 2 car
garage. detached 6 car
garage/shop
New
Chi/A. New paint, carpet, floors. New refrigerator. 2 acres. 2 miles
from Murray on 1215.
759-9982

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
WM/
03
Ford
Escape
98,000 miles, sunroof,
electric locks/windows,
leather. Excellent condition $7,800
270-293-3817

LAKE house. Three
'bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp.
$275,000.00. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
Large 4BOR 3BATH
Bock home in
Southwest area. Great
family home w/over
3000 sq.-ft. and
almost 2 acres.
$189,900. Call 270753-7335 or 270-2931449.
MINI Farm can be spirt.
7,887 acres. 38R all
with walk-in closets, 2
full bath, garden tub,
eat in kitchen w/ breakfast bar, all kitchen
appliances, pantry, utility room, well built
deluxe home, cove
moldings, extra insulation, act. good tested
well, 25 fruit and nut
trees, new barn. Just
south of Murray. 1203
Tom Taylor Trail 270227-0860
Open
House: Sat & Sun
12:00-6:00pm.
NEW brick home.
Saratoga Springs I,
38R. 38A, LA. DR,
Kitchen. Sun-room.
2,950 sq. ft heated.
$289,000. 293-2582
NEW
Construction.
Just
Finished.
Saratoga II. 4BR 2BA
contemporary home.
24 hour recorded message. 800-986-2789
extension 2081
NEW homes and lots
in Riverfield Estates
located on Doran Road
South. Come and see
what we have to offer.
Man Jennings
293-7872
RENT
to
Own.
Coldwater
2-3BR
home. 800-986-2789
extension 2051
SARATOGA II, New
brick home, 4BR. 31/28A, LR, DR.
Kitchen. Sun-room, tile
& hardwood. 3.250-sq
ft. $349,000 293-2582

f

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

Used Can

NEED A VEHICLE?
click
mew hollandmotersales coin
270-753-4461
705 S. 12th Street
Financing On
Selected Vehicles
2001 Dodge 'intrepid.
$4.200. 293-3515
1989 Mercury Grand
Marquis $700 obo.
Call 759-9586

149-imow.°
L&M
'AWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

ar

• weekly & pctial pi
•locally ow nod/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087
•
•
r turd.. k •

JOE'S JOBS
hoti •chold
..11ti tt11,.
Pall
sit:Witt
753-4344 •

(;ALI,()%%AY
N SERVICE
trulmliq. 'hulk
753-8682
Cell: 227-0726
MN TON
• IL I.:

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.
Al Joe's Mower repair.
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867
ALL Carpentry
Home & Mobile Home
repair.
additions,
decks. 227-0587,
753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

ASPHAIX
\litchell Bros.

Paving
4 Os yr ill scary usperiense

'70-43h-55117
_270-97K-2 Ii1.5
LAWN care for
Mayfield side of
Calloway County
Reeves Lawn Care
(270)247-6100 leave
message

METAL ROOFS
Dere •
Coateo
Roofing Systems
Vinyl Siding
Mike-Chase Stockwell
759-1085• 227-6238

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PLUMB Level
Construction
Remodeling
Additions/Decks,
Floors, Water Damage
Doors, Windows.
Roofing.
All
Mobile
Home
Repair
Bnck, block.
We're not a handyman
Insured.
759-4704 or 978-2391
Need a

plumber?

759-0501
753-1537

Call Mark Fredrick

BEECHER'S
Handyman
Service.
Odd jobs. Free estimates.(270)762-0910.

Master Plumber

NADEAU'S
Construction
'flooring .Decks
-Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction.net
CUSTOM Yard mowing, trimming. years
expenence. (270)8045890.(270)345-2511
DAVIS Handyworks
'No Job too Small'
Small home repairs,
roofing,
decks.
garages, siding, windows, and
doors
Insured
759-4418.
227-9484
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding. roofs,
decks
293-5438
EXPERIENCED painting exterior and interior Free estimates 30
years experience.
293-9132

I icensed

12700178-1880
ROOFING Free estimate (270)293-402r
(270)293-1924

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damara Floors
Braces 8 Floor Joests
Remodeling 8 Plumbing
Dawd Galbrnore, Owne,
An Po Insurance Work
•
MAGI,'

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
WE SERVICE
Al) Maior Appliances
and Most Mow Brands

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
c270) 753-171 1

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Tirnes

-185

'99 L,exus RX300
Silver/gray, four wheel
drive, meonrooL
(;rest condition.
$9.000.
270-753-9343
270-227-4869

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump gnnding,
firewood Insured
489 '2819

490

24 Noun saavica

igillAuM Parts

753-8756 759-1369

General Contracting

270-753-1918
Scrap APpli Mee t Old Winne
Metal Storm Viindows 4 boors
Scrap Metal %kissers &Tillers
farm f
at Car Batteries

270-293-5624
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

THOMPSON'S Tree
Service,
stump
removal and brush
removal, free estimates
Horne
(731)247-3098
Cell
(903)497-6965
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

COMICS/FEATURES
Bloom is off the rose
after Valentine's fiasco

4B • Wednesday. March 12, 20011

LookingBack
S300.000 fur improvements to the
campus grounds were autbonred
by the Murray Stale University
Board of Regents. according to
MSU President Dr. Harry Sparks.
Jerry Mac Burkeen, son of
Mr. and Mrs Aaron Burkeen. and
Cathy HAMS. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs James Hams, were named
as seniors "Most Likely to Succeed" of the Calloway County
High School Class of 1968.

II years age
Published is a picture 01 Murray State All-Amerscan Basketball
Guard DT Mayes autographing
a Racer cover for 11 -year-old
Racer fan Logan Sweetman. w ho
was pan of a contingent of fans
who greeted the Racers on their
departure for the NCCA Basketball Midwest Regional an Oklahoma City The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kale
PV( Michael I. Carroll, son
of Ronnie and Glenda Carroll grad
uated from Army basic training
A 1 T at hort Benning. GA

Rev. John Redden is serving
as pastor of Spring Creek Baptist
Church

50 years ago
Fifty-eight new parking meters
have been installed around the
downtown area of Murray. according to a report made at a meeting of the Murray ('ity Council
In the second round of the
Fourth Distnct High School Basketball Tournament. New Concord
Redbirds won 71-31 over Murray
Training Colts with high scorers

20 Years ago
Published is a picture of Charles
rharpe of Wing., an employee of
Crouch Construction, busy getting
center line so the lorming and
pouring of concrete could began
on the new Martha Layne Collins

Center for Industry & Technology on the campus of Murray State
University !he photo was by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a girl
to Julie and Bradley • McKendree.
March 8. and a girl to Elizabeth
and Dale Brewer. March 9
Mrs Gertrude Sprague of Fern
Terrace Lodge will be 101 on
March 20
30 years ago
The MUITaS area has received
43 3 inches of snow this season
It goes over the 32 5 inches recorded in 1967-614
In the Championship games
of the fourth Distnct High School

Basketball Tournament. Murray
Lady Tigers won 49-47 over L'alloway Lady Laker+ and Marshall
County Marshals WOO 71-63 over
Murray High Tigers. High scorers were Jams Washer foe Lady
Tigers. Mina Todd for Lady Lakers. Harcoun fur the Tigers. and
Brandon for Marshals.
40 years ago
The expenditure of more than
S850.000 to renovate three campus buildings and more than

being Green for Redbirds and
Rogers for Colts; Benton Indians
won 44-28 over South Marshall
Rebels with high scorers being
GaITIMCI for Indians and Green
for Rebels.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mt.
and Mrs. John McDaniel. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Raleigh Henson
ad a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
Cleaver Jr.
40 years ago
Paul B. Gholson of Murray has
been named executive secretary
Of MC Murray Chamber of Commerce.

Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Eldridge.
March 5: a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis Hale. March 8
Brewers Redmen won 47-36
over Benton Indians to become
champions of the Fourth District
High School Basketball Tournament. High scorers were V Mathis for Redmen and Nichols for
Indians.

My
ABBY:
DEAR
boyfriend. - Richic," and I have
been togeththree
er
years.
Richie
watches his
pennies, so
I was very
surprised
days
two
before
Valentine's
Dear Abby Day
to
return from
By Abigail
a family trip
Van Buren
and find a
gorgeous vase of professionally arranged flowers and a
small heart-shaped box of
chocolates on my coffee table.
I was very impressed, surpri d and excited. I asked
ie where he got them, and
lie told me the name of a
high-priced florist. I was off
work the day before Valentine's Day, so I went out.
bought expensive wine and
filet mignon and made a fantastic home-cooked meal for
him.
When Richie got home from
work. I asked him again where
he got the flowers, and he
again named the florist. I asked
if he really went and got them,
and if they were really intended for me. (It was just so out
of character for him to splurge
like that. The arrangement must
have cost at least $100.) When
he didn't respond. I probed
some more. He finally confessed they were from a funeral his parents had attended the

Todaylnliistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Starch
12. the 72nd day of 2008 There
are 294 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History
On March 12, 1933. President
Franklin D Roosevelt deliscred
the first of has radio "fireside
chats,- telling Americans what was
being done to deal with the nation's
economic crisis
On this date:

In 1664. England's King Charles
II granted an area ot land in

became general-in-chief of the
Union armies in the Civil War_
In 1912. Juliette Gordon Low
founded the Girl Guides, which

Commonwealth of Nations
In 1980. a Chicago jury found

later became the Girl Scouts of
America
In 1938. German troops entered

John Wayne Gacy Jr guilty of
the murders of 33 men and boys.

(The next day. Gacy was sentenced to death: he was executed

Austria in what came to be known
as the Anschluss
In 1941, President 'roman

in May 1994

S.00

E)A13V E3 L_ 1.J
Ulrf LAW'

established what became known
as the Truman Doctrine to help
Greece and Turkey resist Communism.
In 1968. the British-ruled
African island of Maunttus became
an independent country within the

ent-day North Amenca known as
New Netherland to his brother
James. the Duke of York.
In 1864, Ulysses S. Grant
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day before I got home.
Can you believe Richie was
trying to pass off flowers from
a complete stranger's funeral
as nice flowers he got me for
Valentine's Day? He lied to
me. Now he says I'm ungrateful and that there's nothing
wrong with what he did! I
told him he is greedy and cheap,
and the thoughtful thing to do
with leftover funeral flowers
would have been to take them
to a cancer ward at a hospital or to a local nursing home.
What do you think? Am I
overreacting? I'm afraid this
may be a deal-breaker. -- ANN
IN GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
DEAR ANN: You're not
overreacting. Your feelings are
justified. You now know exactly what kind of things Richie
is capable of -- and being generous to make you happy is
not on his agenda. Wake up
and smell the flowers. You
have glimpsed what your future
will be like if you marry him.
When it conies to making you
happy. Richie will always be
playing the angles, and you
will be shortchanged because
he is cheap.
OA*

Murray Ledger & Times

Surgery is
last option
it hiatal hernia. This
that your stommeans
simply
times, protrudes through
at
ach,
AM
I
alcohol
drink
or
smoke
diaphragm up into the esophabout 65 pounds overweight but the
The diaphragm is a musagus.
am otherwise in relatively good
separates the stomach,
that
health_ However, I have what I cle
es. etc., from the lungs,
believe Is a gastrointestinal prob- intestin
also what causlem and hope heart, etc. It is
a luatal herOften,
hiccups_
es
help
you can
symptoms
cause
not
does
nia
me.
by excesnied
accompa
be
For the but can
gastroelast 15 or 20 sive stomach acid and
GERD
years, I start sophageal reflux disease. overstomach
the
when
occurs
or
coughing
then backchoking dur- produces acid that
us, causing or imme- washes into the esophag
people
diately after ing indigestion. Some
g as a
coughin
nce
experie
also
or
eating
drinking. symptom.
You appear to have exhaustI
Often,
the over-the-counter and preed
tate
regurgi
By
n medications. You do
scriptio
appears
what
Dr. Peter Gott
whether you have
mention
not
mucus
to be
and lifestyle changes,
and/or food. These spells can tried diet
raising the head of your
last for several minutes and some- such as
4 inches. If not, I recto
3
bed
water.
g
drinkin
times occur when
you try this as well
ommend
risbrushing my teeth or simply
as eliminating high-acid foods
ing from a reclined position.
fruit and tomaI have seen several doctors such as citrus
diet.
your
from
toes
tests,
us
numero
had
and have
As a last resort, you can try
including stool analyses, blood
However, as you know,
tests, barium X-rays, a sigmoi- surgery.
assurance that this
doscopy, a colonoscopy and an there is no
can tell you that
I
work.
will
l
abnorma
only
The
py.
endosco
wonderfully
works
it
some
for
hernia
hiatal
a
findings were
to have
appears
it
others
for
and
and evidence that my stomach
more-than-normal no affect.
produces
If this fails, perhaps an
amounts of acid. Anti-acid medment with a neurologist
appoint
relief
any
provide
not
ication does
ate. There is a slim
appropri
is
am
I
.
and upsets my stomach
problem
willing to have the required sur- possibility that your
body's inabilgery to correct the hiatal her- stems from your
ate mesnia, but no one can assure me ity to transmit appropri
to the
brain
your
from
sages
.
problem
my
that it will solve
that control
I am also told there is a chance nerves and muscles
swallowing. This is very unlikeit can return.
into if
1 am at my wits' end and ly but should be looked
let
and
luck
Good
fails.
else
all
do.
to
else
what
don't know
READER: Your me know how this turns out.
DEAR
symptoms certainly suggest the

DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 am a
70-year-old male who does not
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Dr. Gott

DEAR ABBY: Will you
please suggest a response that
will end the conversation when
someone comments in a negative way on how young I
look, and asks what I have
done? I'm 69, but look a decade
younger.
I grew up plain and poor,
but became a successful professional and changed my
appearance. I have had hair
and makeup lessons, advice on
clothing and cosmetic surgery.
I often receive rude comments from both strangers and
acquaintances who have choSouth dealer
last-West vulnerable
sen to age "naturally.' I'm not
NORTH
interested in answering their
•A 7 5
sly questions about cosmetic
48 4
surgery, but because I'm usu• 972
,
settings
social
in
•A Q 106
ally accosted
EAST
WEST
I don't want to be rude. I just
4.1 4
4Q 9 6 2
want to make them realize that
It_
VW 1097
I consider their questions impo•Q 10 5 3
•A K 8 6 4
•J3
lite and want them to shut up.
4K 9 8 2
SOUTH
Any ideas? -- PRETTY CAN
•K 1083
BE BOUGHT,WACO.TEXAS
IP A K 65 32
DEAR PRETTY (Regardway):
less of how you got that
•7.4
The bidding:
Has it not occurred to you to
North East
West
South
be proud of what you have
Redble Pass
Dble
•
I
suca
accomplished? You are
Pass
Dole
2•
Pass
Pass
cessful professional. and you
2 NI
Pass
2•
Dble
4 IP
Pass
3•
should enjoy it and all of the
king of diamonds.
Opening lead
'perks' that go with it. You
may have grown up plain and
The practice of counting your
poor, but you have turned yourlosers in a scut contract is not always
are
self into a 'swan.' Why
the best way to assess your
prospects. The general rule is for
you defensive about it? If you
to count his winners whendeclarer
by
woman
another
can help
in a notrump contract,
plays
he
ever
sharing information, it would
and his losers when he is in a suit
be the generous thing to do.
contract. But exceptional situations

ContractBridge

•••

13L

presence of

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

are examined, it would appear that
South must lose three trump tricks, a
club trick and either one or two spade
tricks. Nevertheless, with proper
play, declarer can bnng in 10 tricks!
South ruffs the opening diamond
lead and cashes the ace of trumps,
disclosing the foul trump distribution. The situation looks bleak
indeed, but declarer sets out to do the
best he can with the limited resources
he has.
A club to the queen is follosvcd by
a diamond ruff. a club to the ace and
another diamond ruff. Declarer then
crosses to the ace ofspades and ruffs
dummy's last diamond before cashing, the king of spades.
South has made no extraordinary
plays, but his mission is already
accomplished. Ile has won the ace of
hearts, the A-K of spades and A-Q of
clubs, and has also ruffed all four of
dummy's diamonds to bring him to
nine tncks. The king of hearts still in
his hand constitutes trick number 10.
After South takes the first 10
tricks, he still has two losing spades
and a losing club. West has the high
cards to capture them all, but Last is
forced to trump them with his Q-1-10
of hearts. The defenders'six apparent
winners arc thus telescoped into just
three tricks.
arise where declarer is better advised
Bridge is SOMerillies a very
to reverse the usual procedure.
If all four heads of today's deal strange game
Tomorrow: A common-sense conclusion

Crosswords,
ACROSS

I r2
VV C1F1

IFCIFI

wens
I FICNOCI? Wpir
00•41,-1b4C1F4E It I MOAN
WC•JOER sa4seg 114.5 sou,
tam)

ECIO

fkr1 LETS TAKE IT *SLOWLY
I I COUU*IT suovPoi ANOSI5
CAVOlarat
MOWS?.8/
WE HAIIVACT eve:4J
TALIKED
MAIM AlVir

1 Garden hose
cnmp
5 Pricing word
8 Mr Sandler
12 Chills
13 — Dawn Chong
14 Disrespectful
15 Join together
16 Raw metal
17 Under
the covers
18 Loaf around
20 Sci room
22 Kind of cab
24 Sinoer

— RawIs

la •

CI A IR FlIE L.C00+3

27 Citrus fruit
• 30 Impedes
32 Longish skin
33 Sweetie -pie
/
34 Flow Wiwi,
35 Mold cc:intents
37 Cab's year
38 Very
in Veracruz
39 Sermon enders

41 Blurbs

FIPANUTS411-0

I

42 Trailer rental
(hyph
46 Continuous
change
49 Finish
51 Where Tabriz is
53 Laligue or Descartes
54 Relay race
portion
55 Kitchen spice
56 Betting factor
57 Cost
58 Dud n the d•agon
DOWN

1 Boastful knight
2 Composer
— Stravinsky
3 Microwave
slangily
4 Hull part
5 Stand-in
6 Teacup handle
7 Lands
as a fish
wds
8 Mighty steed
(2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
I TD RIPER URN
DAC EfailL E GOO
SULKS CLASHED
AHAB ALL
AMAH
IMINALES
NEATO GAME
ER
AAH SUAVE Call
STEM SCALD @In
K LI3EIZIE X
TER I
AK I
CAI
EMPEROR NECKS
VEE LUEGO IMMI3
E 12113 OFUER R Clel
3-12

20003 united Feature Syndica e Inc

9 Work on sound
tracks
10 Fruity drink
11 Avg size
19 Fistrical period
21 kite — Rand

NM= Mell MAME
ME= MINI MEM
MIME MOM MEM
MEM AM
MEM= Mad
add. AIME=
MOM AIM MIMI
MEM= MO=
MI MEM
MI =MEd
dddll dal MEM
MIR MI AM=
MUM id= AMME

23 Ring up
24 Spinks or
Trotsky
25 Ricelike pasta
26 Make the most
of
27 In — of
28 Unthinkingly
29 Hamm
of soccer
31 Oxford tutor
32 Paramount
rival
33 Reflexive
pronoun
36 Tiny amount
37 Blonde shade
40 Gentle push
41 Graph lines
43 Oblectives
44 Russian range
45 Add some
brandy

48 Back again
47 Showed
the way
48 And. for
Wolfgang
50 Society
column word

52 Unfamiliar
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SEC TOURNAMENT

KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS'SWEET 16
Okla' Sweet 16 Schedule
At LA. Diddle Arens
IllOwling Green
AN Some CDT
Wednesday, March 12
DuPont Manual (28-5) vs South Laurel
(24-8) Noon
Rowan Co (27-5) vs Breathitt Co (284), 1 30 pm
Marsholl Co.(24-10) vs. Butler (294)„
1130 p.m.
Rockcastle Co (23-8) vs OW Co (274k8 pm
Thursday. March 12
Conner (28-5) vs Henderson Co (23-4),
Noon
vs.
(25-8)
Central
Johnson
Elizabethtown/26-7y 1 30 p.m
Franklinvs
Simon Kenton (26-8)
Simpson (31-2), 630 p.m
Henry Clay (17-13) vs lAontgomery Co
(28-8). 8 p m
Friday. March 14
Quarterhnal 1, 12 p m
Quarterfinal 2. 1 30 pm
Ouartertrial 3, 6 30 p m
Ouanertinal 4 8 pm
Saturday. March 15
Semifinal 1 10 a m
$ernifinal 2 11 30 a m
Finals 8 p m

RACER TENNIS

MSU puts
away
SEMO after
slow start

Parity aplenty at Sweet 16
KHSAA STATE TOURNAMENT FEATURES NEW, OLD FACESwon

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. should make it a real good tour(AP) —There seems to be one nament, it should be very, very
thing certain about the KHSAA interesting."
The field for this year's tourGirls' Sweet Sixteen Basketball
begins
which
Tournament — nothing is cer- nament,
Wednesday afternoon and ends
tain.
"There is a lot of balance this Saturday night at Western
year, I think anyone can win it," Kentucky University's E.A.
Elizabethtown coach Tim Mudd Diddle Arena, features several
interesting storylines.
said. "It's just who stays hot."
There are four schools who
"I think the parity is real
good this year," added Marshall have combined for six state
County coach Howard Beth, titles, five teams who were
who is making his 18th Sweet ranked in the final Associated
Sixteen appearance. "That Press poll, the state's all-time

e

Lexington teams have
the last three state titles
(Lexington Christian last year
and Lexington Catholic in 2005
and '06), and Henry Clay will
try to make it four in a row. The
Lady Devils come in on quite a
— Howard Beth
roll.
IMICHS head coach's thoughts
Henry Clay beat No. 1 Paul
an tins year's Swot 16
Dunbar and No. 2 Lexington
winningest coach, a team on a Catholic on its way to the llth
15-game win streak and the ulti- Region title. The Lady Devils
mate Cinderella, which began are led by 6-foot-2 senior forthe postseason with a losing
See SWEET 16, 2C
record.

I think the parity is real
good this year. That
should make it a real good tournament. it should be very, very
Interesting.

I

THOROUGHBREDS BASEBALL

hooting

Blanks

ED REINKE / AP
Kentucky coach Billy Gillispie
has the Wildcats playing as
well as anyone in the SEC
and doing so without Patnck
Patterson.

No longer
a ghost
town
UK HOPES SEC

TOURNAMENT
MARKS RETURN
OF 'CATLANTA'

MURRAY STATE
*WINS 4-3 OVER
REDHAWKS

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
fans dubbed the
Kentucky
By MSU Sports Information
Georgia Dome in Atlanta — the
Lynsey
Sophomore
usual home of the Southeastern
Bochenek overcame a slow start
Conference men's basketball
to pull out a third-set tiebreak as
— "Catlanta"
tournament
defeated
State
Murray
because of the sea of blue-clad
Southeast Missouri 4-3 in the
followers who give the Wildcats
conference opener for both
a decided homecourt advantage
teams Monday afternoon in
in the usually antiseptic arena.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The last three seasons
though, "Catlanta" became a
After dropping the first set,
ghost town a little too early, as
Bochenek batthe program that's won more
tled back to even
SEC Tournament titles than any
match,
the
other has left the dome emptybefore taking the
handed.
a
to
set
final
It's one of the holes in senior
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'BREDS PICK UP PITCHING DUAL WIN OVER CENTRAL ARKANSAS

Bochenek earns
award for
efforts in win
SOPHOMORE PICKS
UP PEPSI COFEMALE ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK

Houston, we don't have a problem
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RACER GOLF

WKU claims Sun
Belt title, NCAA bid

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Racers place fifth at
111 Samford Intercollegiate
MSU Sports
By
Information
The Murray State men's
golf tram finished a strong
fifth in a field of 16 teams at
the Samford Intercollegiate.
The Racers fired rounds of
298-288-290=876 and finished in a tic for fifth with fellow Ohio Valley Conference
New
member Samford.
turleans was the champion at
860, while Eastern Kentucky
finished second at 863, and
West Florida was third with a
score of 867. South CarolinaUpstate finished fourth at
868.
The Racers were paced by
senior Jerry Price's fifth place
finish in the individual
medalist race after he posted
rounds of 70-68-73=212.
Teammate Nick Newcomb
placed 13th in a field of 87
players after scores of 78-68-

BUTLER WINS HORIZON LEAGUE, ORAL
ROBERTS TAKES SUMMIT LEAGUE TITLE
MOBILE. Ala. AP) Jeremy Evans had 20 points and
14 rebounds as Western
Kentucky defeated Middle
Tennessee 67-57 to win the Sun
Belt Conference tournament
championship and an NCAA bid
on Tuesday night.
and
Brazelton
Tyrone
Courtney Lee added 13 points
apiece for Western Kentucky
(27-6), which won the Sun Belt
for the sixth time.
-This is a special group of
kicks," Western Kentucky coach
Damn Horn said. "From day
one, we sought to build the program with character.
-The kids have been through
an awful lot both off and on the
court, but they never stopped
believing in themselves. I'm
happy for our guys more than
anything."
Desmond Yates had Ki.,points
tor Middle TennesSee (17-15),
Demetnis Green scored 12
points and Thcryn Hudson
added 10 for the Blue Raiders.
Western Kentucky started the
second half with an 8-I run to go
up by 10 and built the lead to as
many as 14. Middle Tennessee
would get no closer than eight as
it was forced to foul in the last
two minutes and the Hilltoppers
connected on 12 straight free
throws

Murray Ledger /lc Tale

"I thought OW LCallt got oft to
a good start tonight and had a Ica
of energy, but we went through a
period of time where Western
Kentucky kept us off the
boards," Middle Tennessee
coach Kermit Davis said.
Middle Tennessee went up
28-21 with about six minutes
left in the first half, but the
Hilltoppers went on a 6-0 run
over the next three minutes to
trim the lead to one.
Hudson's dunk temporarily
ended the run, but WKU eventually tied it 31-all on a pair of free
throws by Evans with 1:10 left.
Orlando Mendez-Valdez's 3pointer just before the buzzer
gave the Hilltoppers a 34-31
halftime lead.
"I told our guys at the half
that we had tai defend and
rebound,- Horn said. "If we kept
rebounding and defending, it
would help us to get points on
the board."
Evans. a sophomore. was
selected tournament MVP.
"1 didn't want to leave here
without winning," he said. "I
just thank God for bringing us
this far."
Horizon League
Butler 70, Cleveland St. 55
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) Butler, seeded fifth last year,
earned its first automatic bid

South Laurel, meanwhile, Iroquois in the Sixth Region
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Celebrating our 11th Anniversary:
Come Join Us Friday Er Saturday
March 14 Er 15 9 am - 5 pm
Nerf Bars.
Chrome Bed
Rails,
Runningboards,
Bedcovers.
Vent Visors, Hood
Scoops,Wheels,
Bug Shields

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 •1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS • MURRAY,KY

72=218. MSU's Cameron
Carrico was 23rd after rounds
of 76-75-71=222, while
Mitchell Moore had scores of
78-76-74=228 which Landed
him in 44th position and
Jared Wolfe placed 59th with
scores of 74-79-79=232.
The Racers fifth place finish bested fellow OVC teams
Austin Peay (906) in ninth
place, UT-Martin (907) in
10th place, Tennessee Tech
place,
13th
(920) in
Tennessee State (934) in 14th
place. and Morehead State
(945) in 16t11 place.
The Samford event was
played on the 6,787-yard par72 course at Limestone
Springs Golf Club.
The Racers' next event is
the Grub Mart Invitational
Mar. 17-18 in Gadsden, Ala.
at Silver Lakes Golf Club

since 2001 with the win. Mike
Green matched his career high
with 24 points.
Butler blew a I4-point lead in
the first half but pulled away
again midway through the second half and took control with a
17-3 run while Cleveland State's
Cednck Jackson was out with an
ankle injury.
The Bulldogs took a 60-44
lead with six minutes to go on
consecutive 3-pointers by Drew
Streicher and reserve Zach
Hahn.
J'Nathan Bullock, who led
Cleveland State (21-12) with 21

•Sweet 16

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

points, scored the next five for
the Vikings, but they never came
closer than 13 points the rest of
the game.
Summit League
Oral Roberts 71,IUPU1 64
In Tulsa, Okla., Moses
Eluunbe hit seven 3-pointers and
scored 25 points, and Oral
Roberts earned an automatic
NCAA Tournament berth with
its third straight tournament
title.
Robert Jarvis added 16 points
and Shawn King scored 10, and
the two led the Golden Eagles
(24-8) down the stretch.

itFRasurray.com
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KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Tuesday's Scores
By Tht Associated Press
Boys flatiletbell
1st Region
Cheinpionehip
Paducah Tiighman 45 Graves Co 37
2nd Region
Semifinal
Christian Co 76. Madisonville-North
Hopkins 60
University Heights 72, Henderson Co
81
3rd Region
Championship
Owensboro 69 APollo 63
4th Region
Championship
Greenwood 57. Bowling C:veen 49
5th Region
Championship
Bardstown 84 Central Hardin 74
7M Region
Championship
Lou Jetlersontown 58 Lou Eastern 53
0th Region
Semifinal
Gallatin Co 72, North Oldham 56
Shelby Co 71, South Oldham 62
9th Region

Serallinei
Joy Catholic 83, Si Henry 44
Holmes 70. DIXIO Heights42
10th Regis.

Mason Co 68 Osage Ropes CS*ets)
Montgomery Co 77, Scott 56
•••.,
11th Region
Championship
Lexington Catholic 79. LIIIL SISIM
Station 63
'a
12th Region
Championship
Lincoln Co 62, West .499911190 47
13th Regius

championship
South Laurel 59, Corbin 40
14th Regius
champlonallgo
Hazard 50 Perry Co outrun
Ism Raglan
Johnson Central 40, East Ridge 37
Paintsvee 79 Shelby Valley 70
16th Region
Semifinal
East Caner 46. Ashland Blazer 38
Elliott Co 67 Rose Hill Chnetien 00

•UK

Montgomery County.
Johnson Central. which has
four starters averaging eight
points or more and relies on a
pressure defense. has won 15
games in a row.
Elizabethtown, which has
won 18 of its last 20 games, has
a balanced attack led by 6-0 junior center Alex Jones (15.2 ppg,
9.9 rpg). Elizabethtown, which
was the 1998 state title, is one
of the top shooting (51.7 percent) and scoring (66.3 ppg)
teams in the tournament.
First-time participant Simon
Kenton (26-8) meets No. 4
Franklin-Simpson (31.2) in the
penultimate first-round game.
Kenton. which shoots and
makes a lot of 3-pointers (210
of 720). is led by 5-5 junior
guard Chelsea Tolliver (16.9
ppg) and 5-6 senior guard
Lauren Conley.
Franklin-Simpson. which
along with Butler are the highest-ranked teams in the Sweet
Sixteen, has won 15 games in a
row. Franklin-Simpson is led by
senior guard Kelleshia Cook
(15.1 ppg. 6.1 assists per game).
The final game of the first
round pits No. 8 Montgomery
County (26-6) against glass
slipper-ready Henry Clay (1713) in another rematch of a regular-season game. Montgomery
County beat Henry Clay 57-47
on Feb. 7.
Montgomery County. which
is making its fourth straight
Sweet Sixteen appearance, has
won 10 of its last II games.
Montgomery County is led by
its backcourt. 5-8 senior Maggie
Prewitt (14.8 ppg. 6.1 rpg. 5.6
apg) and 5-7 junior Mackenzie
Lee (13.8 ppg, 6.4 rpg).

:fa

From Page 1C
Bruce Pearl.
While flattered by the recognition, don't expect Gillispie to
put it on his mantel.
"That's an honor to the
team." Gillispie said. "It has my
name on it, but it's their award."
Getting the Wildcats into the
NCAA Tournament will be
reward enough for Gillispie,
particularly after a 7-9 start left
some wondering if the first-year
coach had lost the team.
The players, though, say their
faith in Gillispie never waned.
"He's a tough guy and he
wants you to be tough," forward
Perry Stevenson said.
The Wildcats will need that
toughness if they want to survive the SEC Tournament. The
prospect of playing three games
in three days is a difficult task
for most teams. It's one that

•4

could be even harder for the'
injury-depleted Wildcats, wtid
split the overwhelming majority
of the minutes between just
seven players. Gillispie, however, stopped worrying about NO'
team getting tired a long tithe'
ago.
"I think if your mind is
tough, then your legs are fine"
Gillispie said. "I think if yout
mind is weak, you have to spend
a lot of time worried about how'
your legs are going to be weary'
or whatever. This is a vet,
tough-minded team, one of the
toughest I've been around, they,
don't let anything bother theft.'"
Certainly not the pressure Of
a "win or go home" scenario.
The Wildcats feel they've had
their backs against the wall fór
the last three months, and eath
time they appear to be done fdr;
'
they bounce right back up.

•MSU
From Page 18
Donze retired the side in the
Bears' ninth, striking out two of
the three batters he faced.
Tiernan had two hits in the
game, while Frey, Hon and
Brooks Thornton each got hits,
with Frey getting a triple. On
defense. catcher Daniel Miller
had a game-high 12 putouts,
while third baseman Hon had a
game-high five assists.
For Central Arkansas, Tye
Throneberry.had two hits, while
Houk had a double and Payton
Seelinger, Chris Davis and Scott
Cline each had singles. On
defense, first baseman Seelinger
had a team-high eight putouts,
while third baseman Jonathan
Yerby had four putouts.
Calhoun I-0) got the win as
a starter, allowing no runs on six
hits, striking out 10 and walking
none in eight innings. DOOM
came on in the ninth and earned
his second save of the season,
facing the minimum three batters and striking out two.
Reece Cross (0-1) took the
loss, but also pitched a whale of
a game, allowing one run on
four hits, striking out five and
walking none in seven-plus
innings. He threw 90 pitches,63
for strikes. Michael Wild

entered in the eighth inning;
allowing no runs on one hit id
one inning.
Murray State and Central'
Arkansas will face each other
again on Wednesday at 2 p.m.zil
MSU's Reagan Field,
4k.*
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TV, radio
TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
1 p.m.
ESPN - Big East Conference first
round Providence vs West Virginia at
New York
6 p.m.
ESPN - Big East Conference first .•
round. Cincinnati vs Pittsburgh at
New York
ESPN2- Northeast Conference
championship game. Mount Si Mary's.
at Sacred Heart
O p.m.
ESPN - Big East Conference first
round. Salon Hall vs Marquette at
New York
ESPN2 - Big Sky Conference championship game teams IRA at
Portland Ore
FSN - Pacific 10 Conference first
round California vs Washington at
Los Angeles
10:30 p.m.
FSN - Pacific 10Conference first
round. Oregon State vs Arizona at
Los Angeles

Computer Recycling
111
Calloway County in conjunction wfth
Creative Recycling will be offering another
opportunity to recycle old computers
during Make a Difference Day on
DUMP fitAlt I Rs

Saturday, March 15th
at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
DOVETAIL
101 X 30 I rIO, ItO

Goosenecks
Portiitio from

In

0141%n.5 I,

Li rk'I

r•

PIMIlle • c>td

IlYdrrtUllt. 00%4_1,111

(270)437-4943
--a

-1

Trailer 541e4

barbers

/timummaj • ailifeti.
%.uu tpdtrallersales.com

You may bring items any time between
9:00 am and 1:00 pm
There will be a limit of two computers per car and items will only be accepted
while room is available
You may bring any computer, phone, or video/audio equipment for recycling
Televisions will not be accepted at this time.
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Iraq violence sees sharp spike
after months of relative calm
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'.f.• BAGHDAD
(AP)
—
igolenee appeared to be on the
elle in Iraq after a day that saw
*least 42 people die — numbers that cast doubt on the easing of sectarian violence following a surge of U.S. forces to the
eountry last year.
An Iraqi official confirmed
the grisliest attack of Tuesday
*hen 16 passengers on a bus in
Southern Iraq were killed by a
toadside bomb. The U.S. military, however, claimed no one
died in the attack. which was
targeting a passing military con*oy. The reason for the discrepancy was not immediately clear.
Dr. Hadi Badr al-Riyahi,
head of the Nasiriyah provincial
health directorate, confirmed
Wednesday that the attack on the
bus traveling from Najaf to
Basra killed 16 civilians and
Wounded 20.
At the time, a local policeiian and the assistant bus driver
also said 16 people were killed.
But Maj. Brad Leighton, a
military spokesman in Baghdad,
disputed
that
claim
on
ikednesday,
telling
The
Associated Press that only one
coalition soldier and one Iraqi
6ivilian were wounded in the
attack about 50 miles from
N,asiriyah, about 200 miles
southeast of Baghdad.
, At least 26 people were killed
Tuesday in other violence
around the country.
The spike comes in the wake
of a 60 percent drop in attacks
across the country since June,
according to U.S. military figures.
According to an Associated
Ness count, at the height of
unrest from November 2006 to
August 2007, on average
approximately 65 Iraqis died
each day as a result of violence.
As conditions improved, the
daily death toll steadily
declined. It reached its lowest
point in more than two years in
January, when on average 20
Iraqis died each day.
Those numbers have since
jumped. In February, approxi&lately 26 Iraqis died each day
as a result of violence, and so far
in March, that number is up to

AP

Awakening council member looks at the damage after a truck bomb
exploded at a nearby
Awakening Council checkpoint in Duluiyah, 70 kilometers (45 miles( north
of Baghdad today.
A suicide bomber blew up his truck Tuesday at a checkpoint of the local
Awakening Council,
killing five people. Awakening Councils are made up of mostly Sunni fighters
who have accepted U.S. backing to switch allegiances and fight al-Qaida in Iraq.
39 daily. These figures reflect
the months in which people
were found, and not necessarily
— as in the case of mass graves
— the months in which they
were killed.
Last Thursday, two massive
bombs killed 68 people in
Baghdad's Karradah neighborhood, while on March 3, two car
bombs killed 24 people in the
capital.
Military spokesman Rear
Adm. Gregory Smith said
Sunday that recent violence
should not be taken as evidence
of "an increase or a trend of an
increase."
"I think we need to continue
to look at historically what has
happened over the last year to

Spring breakers abandon 'Two
Nation Vacation' because of
§ars of crossing into Mexico
....'SOUTH PADRE ISLAND, has been coming to South Padre
kas (AP) — Michigan State Island for more than half her
if
mitttior Paul Bonenberger avoid- life. It was traditional to go
over

a, at

:I •

at

•
at

ed temptation during this
island's season for wild spring
break partying by leaving his
passport at home.
, "I've heard tons of (stuff)
about the
border." said
Bonenberger, 21, two beers in
hand and surrounded by hundreds of Midwestern spring
breakers on the beach. "I've
heard it's unsafe. I'm not about
the border anymore, it's not
worth the risk."
Once, most South Padre
Spring breakers visited nearby
Matamoros. Mexico, for the
touted "Two Nation Vacation."
But news of gun battles
between soldiers and drug cartels in Mexican border cities this
Winter appears to have reached
even the frigid campuses of the
per Midwest. Tourists have
got been targeted. but students
phi tourism officials on both
*es of the border say spring
bj-eakers are keeping their toes
ti U.S. sand this year.
ti The young, tan masses have
tipt been surveyed lately. but
I:tan Quandt, executive director
the island's convention and
ilsitors' bureau. said "we have
illbliced over the past few years a
cline in the number of stuarnts going to Matamoros."
Debra Fassold, who manages
f: cross-border shuttle service.
laid she used to ferry several
izondred spring breakers daily
lind now gets only a few dozen.
§he has canceled night trips.
:•• "I've had no reason to schod01e them this year," Fassold
flpid. adding that no one has
kven asked for the once-popular
ticursion
ti Those partying on South
Padre Island said they opted to
kay domestic this year not just
kecause of safety concerns, but
klso because of tighter identifitiation requirements for returnlog
• to the U.S.
f*.tRachel Padgett, of Austin.

as

S

Mideast U.S.
commander
Fallon resigns

to Matamoros for a haircut and
to shop for jewelry, but not this
year. said the 21-year-old
Michigan State student.
"Not right now, there's a drug
war." Padgett said.
Students from the University
of Texas and Texas A&M
descend on South Padre this
week, the apex of spring break
on the dune-covered island off
the coast of South Texas.
Matamoros and other border
cities in Mexico are now
patrolled by Mexican soldiers
sent to the border to quell drug
cartel violence. Their armored
personnel. carriers and machine
guns are far from inviting.
Arturo Morales, tourism promotion director for Matamoros.
said the military is there to protect residents and tourists.
Morales said fewer spring
breakers were visiting the city
across the Rio Grande from
Brownsville. but said spring
breakers need to learn more
about the military's security'
role. Morales noted Winter
Texans — northerners who
spend the winter in Texas and
then return home in the spring
— have become accustomed to
the military presence and continue visiting border cities.
Some students have crossed
the border without worry
Joseph Cook and Anela Ruiz.
students at Evangel University
in Missouri, enjoyed a day of
shopping and sight-seeing on
the recommendation of the
concierge at their hotel.
They drove to Brownsville.
walked across the bridge and
took a taxi to Matamoros' main
market area. They saw federal
soldiers stopping and checking
cars. hut had no problems.
Asked if anyone had warned
them about going to Mexico,
Cook said: "Just my parents.
They said 'he careful."•

really put in perspective a oneweek or two-weeks' worth of
activity inside Baghdad," Smith
said.
An American soldier died
Tuesday after his patrol was hit
by a roadside bomb near
Diwaniyah. 80 miles south of
Baghdad. a day after eight soldiers died in a pair of bomb
attacks marking the heaviest single day of U.S. casualties since
September.
On Wednesday, two Iraqi
civilians were killed and 10 others wounded when a roadside
bomb exploded near a passing
U.S. military patrol, local police
said. There were no reports of
American casualties.

Attacks continue
Violence in Iran on Tuesday
included an attack on a bus
traveling from Naiat to Basra
another bus attack in eastern
Baghdad and a shooting in Mosul
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By ROBERT BURNS
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — For Navy Adm. William J. Fallon, the
perception of a disagreement with President Bush's policies on Iran
rather than an actual rift was enough reason to step
down as the commander of U.S. forces in the
Middle East.
"Recent press reports suggesting a disconnect
between my views and the president's policy objectives have become a distraction at a critical time
and hamper efforts in the Centcom region," Fallon
said in a statement Tuesday in which he announced
his resignation as head of U.S. Central Command,
arguably the most important in the U.S. military.
An Esquire magazine article published last week
described Fallon, 63. as being at odds with a presiFallon
dent eager to go to war with Iran. Titled The Man
Between War and Peace," the article presented Fallon as a lone voice
against taking military action to stop the Iranian nuclear program.
"I don't believe there have ever been any differences about the
objectives of our policy in the Central Command area of responsibility," Fallon said in his statement Tuesday, and he regretted
"the
simple perception that there is."
Defense Secretary Robert Gates told a Pentagon news conference
that he accepted Fallon's request to resign and retire, agreeing that
the Iran issue had become a distraction. But Gates said repeatedly
that he believed talk of Fallon opposing Bush on Iran was mistaken.
"I don't think that there really were differences at all," Gates said,
adding that Fallon was not pressured to leave.
"He told me that, quote, 'The current embarrassing situation,
public perception of differences between my views and administration policy and the distraction this causes from the mission make
this the right thing to do,' unquote," Gates told reporters.
Gates said he did not think it was the Esquire article alone that
prompted Fallon to quit. Rather, Gates thought it was "a cumulative
kind of thing" that he and Fallon had failed to put "behind us." He
also dismissed as "ridiculous" any notion that Fallon's departure signals the United States is planning to go to war with Iran.
It is highly unusual for a senior commander to resign in wartime.
Fallon took the post on March 16, 2007. succeeding Army Gen. John
Abizaid, who retired after nearly four years in the job. Fallon was
part of a new team of senior officials, including Gates, chosen by
Bush to implement a revised Iraq war policy.
Fallon's departure, effective March 31, is unlikely to immediately affect conduct of the wars in Iraq or Afghanistan. His top deputy
at Central Command, Army Lt. Gen. Martin Dempsey, will take his
place until a permanent successor is nominated by the president and
confirmed by the Senate.
Gen. David Petraeus. who runs the Iraq war from Baghdad but is
technically subordinate to Fallon, was known to have differences
with Fallon over the timing and pace of drawing down U.S. troops
from Iraq. Fallon has favored a faster pullback. Petraeus issued a
statement lauding Fallon's service.
Some Democrats in Congress, including Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid of Nevada, seized on Fallon's resignation to assert that
it reflected an effort by the Bush administration to stifle dissenting
opinion.
Pentagon press secretary Geoff Morrell said the White House
played no role in Fallon's move. Bush praised Fallon in a statement
as deserving "considerable credit for progress" in the region,"especially in Iraq and Afghanistan."
Possible replacements could include Petraeus, although Gates
said recently that Bush had made it clear to him that he wanted to
keep Petraeus in Iraq until late this year.
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Real School Spirit

By MICHELLE KU
Lexington Herald-Leader
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) -JoAnn Brandenburg sensed
something just minutes into the
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LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might want to aim
If you
for more of what you want.
or
find that a partner is touchy
aconvers
a
have
to
try
difficult,
issue.
tion to root out the real
if
Your creativity will flounsh you
key
are open and direct. Give a
loved one some space.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Take a stand and remain
ng
sensitive to what is happeni
to
need
might
You
you
around
take a stand. even if you would
prefer not to You could be cornered or feel as if you are in
pressure cooker.
•
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
***** Allow your mind to
wander. As you dnft, unexpected
s.
ideas punctuate your thought
You might be surpnsed by an
event in your daily life or by a coworker. Flow with unpredictability. Go with the moment.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Won( as a duo and get
to the bottom of a problem that
might be intimidating_ Your honThe Stars Show the Kind of esty and willingness to correct
Day You'U Have: 5-Dynamic: your errors separate you from
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so; the majority. A child or loved one
might be testy.
1 -Difficult
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec
21)
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
a conflict
**** You see situations trans- **** How you see
from the
form right in front of you. A part- could be much different
sees it.
else
e
someon
full
be
way
to
seems
one
ner or loved
and you
of energy and quite challenging. Listen to a partner,
how many
Keep communication flowing, as might be amazed at
available,
you have a 10( 10 learn and gain. perspectives are
have
Think about what is not being Unexpected insights might
you heading in a new direction.:
said.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19/
TAURUS (Aprfl 20-May 20)
of
**** Curb a tendency to go *** Emphasize the quality
choices
make
and
life,
daily
could
your
restraint
little
A
rd.
overboa
is
make you a lot happier in the accordingly. Listen to what
te
long run. Know what you want being shared by your immedia
and expect. You will find zeroing fnends and co-workers_ You dised
in on it could be a lot easier. A cover that what you depend
for
friend might surprise you with his on might not come through
you.
or her actions.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others respond to your ***** Your sense of amuseinquines. A partnership is unusu- ment comes through even in the
ally supportive and interesting. A worst of crunches. Clearly you
boss could act in a most unantic- need not understand every
ipated manner. A positive atti- detail of a touchy money situatude will draw the same end tion; although, give up risking.
Be playful and enjoy.
results.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Listen to your instincts *** Maintain a low profile, and
with a friend. Messages could understand what you want.
appear odd, especially those Sometimes you become overcoming from someone who is whelmed by what is going on in
distant or quite different. your immediate circle. Family
Understanding colors your can be disruptive, encouraging
difactions and attitudes. Try not to you to approach a situation
ferently.
be reactive.

for
BIK I HDAY
Thursday, March 13, 2008:
The intensity of your focus
defines your success this year
Prioritize knowing what is
important and what is frivolous
You often reverse directions out
of the blue. It cannot be said
that you don't know what you
want, but the COUrSe you choose
could change without notice
Let yourself be spontaneous If
you are single, you might hase
many choices, so much so that
you might become overwhelmed. Just don't move into a
relationship too quickly. If you
are attached, the two of you will
be updating your digs, creating
much more of what you both
desire. By working together on
heartfelt projects, your bond
strengthens.' GEMINI understands far more than you think

HAPPY

Classes
offer tips
on ghost
chasing

class recently.
There's something in the corner. said Brandenburg, pointing
to an empty chair in the corner.
"I'm feeling kind of funny in
here. I'm very sensitive."
surprising that
isn'tI
Brandenburg felt something,
because the Porter Drive warehouse that's home to the ghost
hunting classes is haunted with a
spirit. said Patti Starr. a ghost
hunter and president and
founder of Lexington-based
Ghost Chasers International, a
group of ghost investigators.
The spirit often flickers the
lightymakes clicking sounds or
is seen walking up and down the
hall. During a class once, a dark
mist filled the room and the spirit lifted a purse from a table and
set it down again. Starr said.
The introductory class, which
is usually held the first Saturday
of every month, is the first step
toward becoming a Ghost
( hasers International-approved
ghost hunter.
In de iirst class, students
learn the basics of ghost hunting. such as the different types
of hauntings. where to find
f.hosts, equipment used in a
!ARM, INV c•tigation and the dit(creme between a ghost and a
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